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Abstract 

With the increasing amount of buildings that are being renovated in Austria, the potential of replacing 

conventional heating systems with heat pumps increases and thus CO2 emissions could be reduced. Several 

companies therefore focus on installing combined heat pump and PV systems. The installation of heat 

pumps and PV systems are being subsidized in Austria with different schemes for every state. The subsidy 

programs could therefore be clearer and more constant, like the Swedish heat pump subsidies of the last 

decades. Heat pumps currently cover the heating of over 10% of the gross floor area of single-family houses 

in Austria. For multifamily houses less than 5% of the gross floor area is heated with heat pumps. 

The research goal has been to analyze the sensitivity of the net present value (NPV), benefit cost ratio (BCR) 

and internal rate of return (IRR) on different input parameters for the replacement of a conventional heating 

system in a multifamily house, by a heat pump combined with a PV system. This way it could be researched 

what parameters would have most influence on the profitability of a combined heat pump and PV system. 

A case study has therefore been performed on the replacement of a gas heating system by an ambient 

air/water heat pump and a borehole ground source heat pump combined with a PV system in a multifamily 

house in Vienna. 

A model has been developed with Excel to perform this analysis uses the building space heating demand 

generated from a simulation tool created internally by AIT: The Building Model Generator. The model 

calculates the annual energy demand of a multifamily building in Vienna, which leads to the annual costs 

and benefits with respect to the conventional gas heating system. This model has been validated by a model 

created with the Polysun software.  

The results of the analysis showed that installing a combined heat pump and PV system to replace a gas 

heating system in a multifamily house would improve the NPV in comparison to installing the heat pump 

or PV system separately. The BCR is greater than one for both the combined air/water heat pump and PV 

system (AW HP+PV) and the combined ground source heat pump and PV system (GS HP+PV) for the 

currently used input.  Subsidies currently have a large influence on the NPV and payback time of the 

installment of these combined systems, especially for the GS HP+PV due to the high investment subsidies 

for this type of heat pump in Vienna. The sensitivity analysis shows that the bigger the PV area of these 

combined systems, the higher the BCR, but this BCR increase flattens out for increasing PV areas. The 

investment costs have a large influence: if these would decrease somehow by 50%, the BCR would double. 

The large influence of the investment costs is shown by the sensitivity analysis on the assumptions for the 

heat pump investment costs as well. The electricity price has a larger influence on the BCR than the feed-in 

tariff does. When the electricity price decreases, the BCR increases. It could be concluded from the 

sensitivity analysis that the gas price has the largest influence however. Because of this high dependency on 

the gas price, a gas price increase could even make subsidies redundant. Increasing the gas price could thus 

be the quickest way to stimulate the sales of combined heat pump and PV systems, which could lead to a 

decrease of approximately 45%-60% of the total CO2 emissions for every multifamily house where these 

combined heat pump and PV systems are installed.  

In the future the Excel model could be included in the Building Model Generator. With only a few input 

parameters it would then be possible to evaluate the replacement of a heating system with another heating 

system in different building types for the whole of Austria where there are various subsidy schemes.  
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Sammanfattning 

Med ökande antal byggnader som renoveras i Österrike, ökar även potentialen för att byta ut det 

konventionella värmesystemet mot värmepumpar.  Således kan CO2-utsläpp minskas. Därför fokuserar flera 

företag på att installera kombinerade värmepump och PV system. Installationen av värmepumpar och PV 

system subventioneras i Österrike, men subventionerna kan vara klarare och mer konstant, som det har varit 

i Sverige under de senaste decennierna. För närvarande omfattar värmepumpar mer än 10% av 

uppvärmningen av den totala golvytan av enfamiljshus i Österrike. Beträffande flerfamiljshus motsvarar 

värmepumparna mindre än 5% av uppvärmningen av den totala golvytan.  

Forskningsmålet har varit att analysera känsligheten av nuvärdet (NPV), förmånskostnadskvoten (BCR) och 

den interna avkastningen (IRR) på olika inmatningsparametrar för ersättningen av ett gasvärmesystem i ett 

flerfamiljshus, mot en värmepump kombinerat med ett PV system. På så sätt kunde det undersökas vilka 

parametrar som har mest inflytande på lönsamheten av en värmepump och PV system. Därför utfördes en 

fallstudie på ersättningen av ett gasvärmesystem med en luft/vatten värmepump och en bergvärmepump 

kombinerad med ett PV system i ett flerfamiljshus i Wien. 

En modell har utvecklats med Excel för att utföra den här analysen använder byggnadsutrymmets 

värmeefterfrågan som genereras av ett program som har skapats internt av AIT:s Building Model Generator. 

Excelmodellen beräknar det årliga energibehovet av ett flerfamiljshus i Wien, som leder till de årliga 

kostnaderna och fördelarna med avseende på ett konventionellt gasvärmesystem. Excelmodellen har 

validerats med en modell som har skapats med mjukvaran Polysun.  

Resultaten av analysen visade att installera ett kombinerat värmepump- och PV system för att byta ut ett 

gasvärmesystem i ett flerfamiljshus skulle förbättra NPV-värdet jämfört mot att installera ett värmepump- 

eller PV system separat. Resultaten visar att, för de aktuella inmatningarna, BCR-värdet är större än ett för 

både det kombinerade luft/vatten värmepump- och PV systemet (AW HP+PV) och det kombinerade 

bergvärmepump- och PV systemet (GS HP+PV). För närvarande har subventioner en stor påverkan på 

NPV-värdet och återbetalningstiden av installationen av dessa kombinerade system, framförallt på GS 

HP+PV på grund av höga investeringssubventionerna av den här typen av värmepumpar i Wien. 

Känslighetsanalysen visar att desto större PV-yta av dessa kombinerade system, desto högre BCR-värde, 

men ökningen plattas ut för ökande PV-ytor. Investeringskostnaderna har stort inflytande: om dessa på 

något sätt skulle minska med 50%, skulle BCR-värdet fördubblas. Den stora påverkan av 

investeringskostnaderna visas även i känslighetsanalysen av antagandena för investeringskostnader för 

värmepumpen. Inmatningstariffen har inte stort inflytande på BCR-värdet. Elpriset har en större påverkan 

än inmatningstariffen. När elpriset sänks, ökar BCR-värdet. Från känslighetsanalysen kan slutsatsen dras att 

gaspriset har största inverkan. På grund av den här stora påverkan av gaspriset, kunde även en gasprisökning 

göra subventioner överflödiga. Att öka gaspriset kunde således vara det snabbaste sättet att stimulera 

försäljningen av kombinerade värmepump och PV system, som kan leda till en minskning av ungefär 45%-

60% av totala CO2 utsläppen för varje flerfamiljshus där dessa kombinerade värmepump och PV system är 

installerade.  

I framtiden kan Excelmodellen komma bifogad i Building Model Generatorn. Med några få inmatningar 

kommer det sedan vara möjligt att värdera ersättningen av ett värmesystem med ett annat värmesystem i 

olika byggnadstyper i hela Österrike där flera subventioner gäller.   
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1 Introduction 

Nowadays, efforts are being made everywhere to reduce CO2 emissions, in order to meet the national and 

international climate goals that are set. In Austria the goal is set to reduce CO2 emissions with 36% by 2030 

with respect to 2005. One of the biggest sectors of energy consumption is the building sector. Space heating 

(SH), air-conditioning and domestic hot water (DHW) account for approximately 27% of the total Austrian 

energy consumption. [1] 

Several measures can be taken to reduce the emissions of the building sector. District heating or heat pumps 

can be applied and solar PV panels can be installed to generate renewable electricity. Especially in areas 

where district heating is not available, heat pumps and PV panels can be combined to complement each 

other. Heat pumps should namely increase the self-consumption of the PV panels. Research is therefore 

done on how to let the heat pump run on moments that most solar energy is available, to maximize this 

self-consumption of these combined heat pump and PV systems, which would improve the profitability of 

these systems [2] [3] [4].  

How the heat pump market could be improved has been of interest for the Austrian Institute of Technology 

(AIT) as well. In reference [4], on which AIT contributed, the most important stimulating and restraining 

factors for the heat pump market development in Austria are mentioned. These are summed up below in 

Table 1. In this table the endogenous factors are factors that come from a narrow diffusion field, like the 

influence of subsidies and the technology characteristics itself. Exogenous factors are factors that cannot be 

influenced by the narrow diffusion field, like the oil and gas prices, electricity prices and interest rate.   

Table 1: Endogenous and exogenous stimulating and limiting factors for heat pump market development. [4] 

 Endogenous Exogenous 

Stimulating - Subsidies by the government and 
states. 

- Incentives by electricity providers. 

- Additional possibility of cooling and 
air-conditioning. 

- Avoiding constructional costs in new 
buildings (no boiler room or 
fireplace). 

- Quality assurance by educating the 
installers. 

- High efficiency because of waste 
heat use. 

- For larger heat pumps: pilot and 
demonstrational systems for 
innovative concepts. 

- Current low electricity prices. 

- High energy efficiency of new 
residential houses. 

- Increasing distribution of low 
temperature heat distribution 
systems. 

- Current low interest rate. 

Restraining - Discontinuous subsidizing models. 

- Sound of air/water heat pumps and 
the restricted placement possibilities. 

- Extra costs for sound certificates 
and risk factors for submission of 
building projects. 

- Implementation of other systems 
(district heating). 

- For multifamily houses: information 
deficiency between stakeholders. 

- Restricted investing 
environment since 2008. 

- Low oil and gas prices. 
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This table gives a good overview of the current obstacles and possibilities. It can be concluded that a stable 

subsidy program is very important, as well as assuring quality. Important exogenous factors are economic 

factors like oil, gas and electricity prices, interest rates and willingness to invest. The technological problems 

seem to be smaller; these mainly include challenges with sound emissions and corresponding certificates. 

An important restraining factor is the competition with district heating. For bigger heat pumps for 

multifamily houses there is an additional stimulating factor: there are some pilot and demonstrational 

projects going on for innovative concepts to stimulate these kind of heat pumps (including waste heat for 

example). An additional restraining factor for multifamily houses is however, that there are a lot of 

stakeholders. The interests of residents, investors, engineers and planners all have to heard, so 

communicational problems easily occur. [4] 

1.1 Companies combining heat pumps and PV 

A few companies that already combine heat pump and PV systems have been contacted to let them share 

their ideas, vision and strategies on these combined systems. These companies are M-TEC and Bösch. The 

question had been asked what they see as the biggest threshold for people to install a complete PV and heat 

pump system. On top of this it had been asked on what their business strategy is and if they are largely 

dependent on subsidies. 

1.1.1 M-TEC 

M-TEC identifies the expensive investment costs of a complete system, the way of applying for subsidies 

and the prices together with the technology of the grid or utility company as the main difficulties in selling 

heat pumps. These difficulties are listed and elaborated below. [5] 

- Investment costs 

If someone is building a new single-family house, then the average home builder just has limited 

financial possibilities available. Therefore, they usually refrain from a complete system. They just 

install what they necessarily need: an SH and DHW system. Hence, they leave out a PV system.  

- Subsidies 

Currently the subsidy program for a battery storage is falling short. The application period is only 

open for a mere 1.5 minutes. If this is passed, then it will only be possible to apply again one year 

later, so it is almost impossible to get funding. M-TEC usually manages to set up only a few facilities 

in this short period, so only a few of the prospects can be helped. This is of course limiting the sale 

of battery storage systems, because without subsidy the payback period is still too long. M-TEC 

thus repeats the point of the need of clear and constant subsidies, mentioned in Table 1, only with 

regard to battery storage supporting heat pump and PV systems instead of for heat pump only 

systems.  

- Grid/utility companies 

On one side there are no reasonable electricity price models that allow for favorable storage and 

usage upon need, and on the other side there are no standardized interfaces to the grid, where tariff 

times and electricity prices can be requested and processed by the energy management system. 

These are urgently necessary however, to even out the peak loads in the grid. It will become a 

problem to send the required amount of energy through the grid, because of the increasing 

electricity consumption and the issue of electro mobility. Therefore, it will be more important in 

the future to manage the energy consumption in an intelligent way: to be able to store energy during 

periods of low consumption and to be self-sufficient during peak load periods. The storage periods 

are being controlled by the electricity price and these storage periods thus control a higher workload 

of the grid. 

It becomes clear that M-TEC is very much focused on battery storage systems. Sales of complete systems 

are held back by the problems with the battery storage, they say. The point of high investment costs for 
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new houses and customers only buying what they need in the beginning (heating systems) implies that PV 

is usually installed later. [5] 

M-TEC says that systems are installed approximately equally much for both new buildings and renovation. 

Most systems are installed in single-family houses and less in multifamily houses. It can be said that when 

100% of the customers would install a heat pump, 40% of those customers order a PV-systems as well, but 

only 1% of the customers order a battery storage within the system. So, for customers who are interested 

in a heating system, a heat pump system is installed. Some customers only order a PV system, usually no 

battery storage is installed then, but the system is prepared for an eventual installment. In general, M-TEC 

repeats some of the points that are mentioned in Table 1 already. They mention the investment environment 

and the difficulties of getting a subsidy. [5] 

1.1.2 Bösch 

A second heat pump installing company that has been contacted is Bösch. Currently they are developing 

the new strategy for PV systems, so therefore they could not reveal much about that. What they could say 

is that they expect that PV will become a large market in the coming five years. They even expect that there 

will be no heat pump without PV in Austria in the future. Electricity storage is expected to become standard 

as well. It will be important to sell systems with heat management; selling PV only, will not be successful on 

the long run. So, the electricity must be consumed in a useful way in the building. Their PV systems are 

furthermore sold via the heating installer. [6] 

By mentioning that the heat pump and PV combination is a growing area of interest and that they will be 

inseparable in the near future when installing a heat pump system, Bösch underlines the importance of 

combining PV and heat pumps. On top of this they also mention, like M-TEC, that electricity storage is an 

area of interest for them and that storage is of growing importance. [6] 

1.2 Subsidies in Austria 

In Austria there are separate subsidy programs for photovoltaic systems and heat pumps. These subsidies 

can usually be combined however, so if a combined system is installed, both heat pump and PV subsidies 

can be applied. There are some national subsidy programs in Austria, but every state has its own subsidy 

program as well. For heat pumps, the national subsidy program and those for each state can be found in 

Table 8 in  Appendix A. Those for PV systems can be found in Table 9 in Appendix B.  What stands out 

are the differences between subsidies in each state, which can be quite confusing for possible buyers, but it 

is especially for sellers that operate in different states. Namely, each state has different rules and prerequisites 

for getting the subsidy and also the subsidy height is different for each state. On top of that the subsidy 

programs change a lot. There was a difference between the subsidies at the beginning of this research (in 

February 2019) and later during the research when they were written down in this report for example (in 

May 2019). This is not a constant and clear subsidy situation, which is one of the points mentioned in Table 

1 as a stimulating factor. Sweden is one of the countries where heat pumps have been constantly supported 

for over decades already, so the heat pump development there is shortly discussed in the next paragraph. 

1.3 Heat pumps in Sweden 

In Sweden, heat pumps are penetrated into the market more than in Austria. Approximately 20% of the 

total heating demand is heated by heat pumps, which can be seen in Figure 1. Only a very small share is still 

being heated by oil and gas, and the biggest share is being heated by district heating. The market shows signs 

of being saturated, which leads to direct competition between district heating and heat pumps. One could 

therefore say that Sweden already is where Austria wants to go. [7] 
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Figure 1: Shares of energy use for heating. [7] 

The heat pumps in Sweden are mostly installed in single-family houses, as can be seen in Table 2. Almost 

90% of heating energy that comes from district heating is used by multifamily houses and flats. For 

electricity, which included the electrical energy used for heat pumps, about 75% of the heating energy is 

consumed by single-family houses. On top of this, the numbers of installed heat pumps show that single-

family houses have installed more heat pumps than multifamily houses, about 96% of all heat pump units 

are installed in single-family houses. [8]  

Table 2: Heat from district heating and electricity (including electricity for heat pumps) for different building types and amount of heat pumps in 
operation in 2017 for different building types in Sweden. [8] 

 District 

heating  

Electricity  Ground 

source 

heat 

pumps 

(x1000) 

Air/water 

heat pump 

and exhaust 

air heat 

pumps 

(x1000) 

Air/air 

heat 

pumps 

(x1000) 

Heat pump 

total 

(x1000) 

Single-family 

house 

5.5 TWh 15.2 TWh 457 units 286 units 543 units 1286 units 

Multifamily 

house 

24.0 TWh 2.0 TWh 16 units 14 units 3 units  32 units 

Apartment 

buildings 

16.7 TWh 3.5 TWh 12 units 4 units 7 units 23 units 

Total 46.2 TWh 20.8 TWh 485 units 303 units 553 units 1342 units 

 

A big difference between Austria and Sweden is however, that the most installed type of heat pump in 

Sweden is the air to air heat pump. In Austria this heat pump has never been able to conquer the market, 

and it is even expected to phase out more and more [4]. The second most installed type in Sweden is the 

ground source heat pump, and only after that come the air/water heat pumps. The air/water heat pump is 

currently most sold per year in Austria, which will be presented in the next chapter.  

One of the possible reasons for the high share of air/air heat pumps in Sweden is that it is the cheapest type 

[9]. The most important reason for difference in sales of heat pump types in Sweden and Austria is however, 

that the air/air heat pump mostly replaced systems that did not already have water radiators installed, like 

direct electric heating or wood and pellets, or they were installed as auxiliary systems [9]. This means that in 

terms of heat pump types and building types, Sweden cannot be directly copied by Austria. The situation in 
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Austria is different, which will be described in chapter 2. What can still be learned from, are the Swedish 

policies to let heat pump sales increase so much however. These policies will therefore be described in 

paragraph 1.3.1.  

1.3.1 Swedish policies 

When looking at Sweden as an example, it becomes clear that the Swedish government has supported heat 

pump development and sales in several ways since 1974. This way heat pumps have become the standard 

for single-family houses that do not have a connection to district heating. The most important aspect has 

definitely been the continuous support, which is a solid base for technology development. [10] 

The Swedish policies show that a constant policy strategy boosts heat pump development and installations. 

Raising awareness, actively sharing information about installing a heat pump, performing objective tests, 

introducing certificates and constant subsidy programs persuade customers in choosing heat pumps as their 

heating system. This confirms some of the statements made in Table 1 and shows that Sweden could be 

seen as an example for other countries in terms of policies. [10] [11] 

1.4 Research topic 

The research that has been performed in this report is a sensitivity analysis on different factors that influence 

the profitability of installing combined heat pump and PV systems. The profitability has been expressed in 

terms of net present value (NPV), benefit cost ratio (BCR) and internal rate of return (IRR). Most of these 

influential factors are mentioned in Table 1. This way it can be researched what factors among gas and 

electricity price, feed-in tariffs, investment costs, subsidies, discount rate or PV size have most influence on 

the profitability of installing these combined systems and it can give an indication of how the PV and heat 

pump complement each other. An in-depth research on different technical aspects like load shifting has not 

been in the scope of this research, only basic and standard technical properties have been applied. This way 

it would be possible to show what factors can be easily and quickly changed to make combined heat pump 

and PV systems more profitable.  

In this research two models have been made. One model has been made with Polysun, which is software to 

analyze heat pump and PV systems. The output from this model has been compared to a self-made Excel 

model, which has in general the same input and output as the Polysun model, but more simplified. The sole 

purpose of the Polysun model has been to validate the Excel model. The Excel model is easier to use and 

could therefore be used by AIT in the future as well, to quickly check the profitability of applying a heat 

pump and/or PV panels to a certain building.  

This report starts off with the process of finding a focus area in chapter 2. There are different building types 

and areas that could be taken into account, but to ease the research and provide an area of interest to start 

off with for the Excel model, the focus has been narrowed down to one building type and location. In 

chapter 3 the modeling methodology is described. First a qualitative model is shown, which shows what is 

actually modelled. This is done for both the Polysun and Excel model. This chapter also describes the 

assumptions and calculation methods that are used in the quantitative models and it mentions the validation 

method of both models. In chapter 4 the sensitivity analysis is performed and the results are discussed. In 

the final chapter conclusions are drawn from the sensitivity analysis from the previous chapter and 

recommendations for future research are provided.   
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2 Data analysis 

A data analysis of the Austrian statistics about heating energy, building types, heat pump types and PV types 

has been performed to see what would be the best focus area for the model to start off with. This data 

analysis is presented in this chapter. 

2.1 Heat pump types 

Currently most of the installed heat pumps in Austria are used for room heating, which can be seen in Figure 

2. Until approximately 2010 most heat pumps were used for DHW heating. From then on, the heat pumps 

for room heating took the bigger share in installed units. The number of installed heat pumps for DHW 

heating started decreasing from 2000 on, due to the decommissioning of old installations. Heat pumps for 

room heating increased at that point, reinforced by the trend of increasing energy efficient buildings, which 

made it economically more attractive to install these heat pumps. Another reason for the SH heat pumps to 

increase faster, is that they are usually combined systems which can heat DHW as well. This makes separate 

DHW heating heat pumps redundant. [12]  

 
Figure 2: Units of heat pumps in operation in Austria. [12] 

In Figure 3 the market share through the years of different heat pump technology types can be seen. A short 

description of these heat pump technologies can be found in Appendix C. From 1990 until 2001 direct 

expansion heat pumps held the biggest share, then the ground source heat pumps took over, but currently 

the air/water heat pumps have the biggest share in the market. Which heat pump is most suitable differs 

per situation however. Ground source heat pumps cannot be installed everywhere for example, because 

there must be enough space available and the ground must be suitable for it. In Austria most houses already 

have water heated systems installed, including the water distribution system. So, a heat pump connected to 

the water system can be easier installed. This explains why air/air systems are not common and this is one 

of the big differences to Sweden, where the most installed heat pump is the air/air heat pump, as mentioned 

in the Introduction.  
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Figure 3: Market share of different heat pump technology types in Austria. [12] 

In reference [4] the heat pumps are divided in three main groups: smaller than 20 kW for single-family 

houses, 20-50 kW for multifamily houses and larger than 50 kW for bigger apartment buildings. Different 

scenarios were made in this report about the expected sales of heat pumps until 2030. In terms of single 

units, it is expected that the smaller types will be sold most. [4]  

2.2 Building types 

In approximately 80% of the newly built residential buildings in Austria without access to district heating, 

heat pumps are installed as the central heating system, so one could say this is the standard for new buildings 

[4]. In already existing buildings however, it is not that common yet. Therefore, in this research the focus 

has been the replacing a heating system in an already existing house. 

About 80%-85% of the total amount of buildings in Austria consist of single-family houses [4] [13]. In terms 

of the potential of selling single units of heat pumps, the largest market seems to be single-family houses. 

Looking at households only, there is no big difference however: in Austria 47% of the total amount of 

households are in a single-family building, the other 53% are in a multifamily building [14].  

In Vienna about 90% of the households are in a multifamily house, the remaining 10% are single-family 

households [14]. Therefore, Vienna resembles a typical urban area in the remainder of this report, 

representing an area with a lot of multifamily buildings. In the Burgenland state more than 80% of the 

households exist in single-family buildings, the other 20% in multifamily houses [14]. So, this state resembles 

a typical rural area with a high share of single-family houses.  

A building is only suitable to be heated by a heat pump if the heat demand is not too high, so older building 

would have to be renovated to make sure they have a lower heat demand suitable for a heat pump. When 

categorizing buildings by the year they are built in, it is expected that in 2050 most of the houses built 

between 1945 and 2000 will be renovated. So over time more and more buildings will be suitable for heat 

pumps. The data for expected building renovation can be found in Appendix D. [4] [15] 

2.3 Energy consumption 

In Austria the electricity generation has a high share of hydropower. The issue with hydropower is that it is 

available to a lesser extent during the winter, when heating is needed most. In the summer, Austria is very 

close to being 100% renewable in electricity generation, but in winter only half of the electricity is generated 

with renewable resources. The energy mix throughout the year can be seen in Figure 39 in Appendix E [16]. 

This hydropower dependency has a large impact on the CO2 emissions for direct electric heating, which can 
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be seen in the same appendix in Figure 40, which shows the CO2 emission factors per month. It can be seen 

in Table 3 that on average, direct electric heating is even more polluting than gas heating. District heating is 

the cleanest way of heating, followed by heat pumps. Therefore, it is not probable that district heating 

systems will be replaced by heat pumps, but direct electric, gas and oil heating have a high potential of 

replacement, based on pollution. The fuel mix of district heating in Austria can be found in Figure 41 in 

Appendix F.  

Table 3: Conversion factors for CO2 emissions per kWh for different heating methods and heat sources in Austria. [16] 

Heat source CO2 in g/kWh 

Direct electric heating 276 

Heat pump (SCOP 4) 69 

Heat pump (SCOP 3) 92 

Gas 236 

Oil 311 

District heating 28 

 

2.3.1 All buildings in Austria  

Austria has a widely varied mix of systems for SH and DHW in the total building sector (commercial, 

residential and industry), as can be seen in Figure 4 for the statistical data for the year 2016. In this diagram 

the historical data until 2016 and predicted data until 2050 is represented for the different fuels used for 

heating, from 1990 until 2050 [17]. The fuel that is used most is natural gas, with approximately 25%, then 

comes district heating, but also oil, wood, direct electrical heating, biofuels, ambient heat and solar energy 

are used significantly. The heat pump share is still very small however. Similar data can be seen in Figure 42 

in Appendix G for the year 2017, where the energy consumption for SH and air-conditioning in all buildings 

is displayed. In that figure it can be seen that even a negligible amount of coal is still used for heating.  

Figure 4 is from a study of how decarbonization in the heating sector in Austria could look like. In this 

study it is expected that heating will be completely renewable by 2050, which can be retrieved from Figure 

4 as well. It can be seen that on the long run the total energy that has to be used for heating will decrease, 

because the buildings will become better insulated. Furthermore, heating with a heat pump, solar energy 

and biofuel will increase. [17] 

After all, one can say that currently about 50% of the total energy used for SH has a high potential of 

substitution, because these are heated by fossil fuels or direct electrical heating. Lately, discussion has raised 

if wood actually is a sustainable and renewable fuel however, because of deforestation [18]. If biofuels and 

wood are therefore counted in as substitutable as well, then there is a potential of 75% of the total heating 

energy demand to be substituted by heat pumps. Wood is however, together with natural gas, the cheapest 

way to heat a non-renovated residential building according to the Austrian Energy Agency [19]. So, the fact 

that wood is generally considered renewable and that it is cheap, might make it difficult to substitute it by 

heat pumps. Therefore, wood is not considered substitutable in this report. 
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 Figure 4: Energy use of different fuels for SH and DHW by statistical data until 2016 and by simulation until 2050. [17] 

A deeper analysis on the fuels used for heating in different building sectors is performed in paragraphs 2.3.2, 

2.3.3 and 2.3.4 with data from Statistik Austria [20]. The residential sector, commercial and industrial sector 

are highlighted. Within the residential sector another subdivision is made for urban and rural areas. Only 

data for SH is analyzed. The available data namely took DHW heating in the same category as industrial 

furnaces, so these would get mixed up for especially the industrial sector. Usually the same heating method 

is used for the DHW heating system and the SH anyways. As mentioned before, the pie chart for the total 

building SH energy use by fuel from 2017 can be found in Figure 42 in Appendix G. Little differences exist 

between Figure 42 and Figure 4. This is because the years are different, Figure 4 considers both SH and 

DHW whereas Figure 42 considers SH only and the fuels are divided in slightly different groups. In 

contradiction to Figure 4, ambient heat and solar energy are united in Figure 42 for example. Ambient heat 

included the heat that heat pumps retract from their source. Direct electrical heating and the electrical energy 

that heat pumps use for heat pumps are united in Figure 42 as well, under electricity. Overall, they show 

approximately the same shares however.  

2.3.2 Residential sector 

The residential sector covers about two third of the total energy used for the SH of buildings. Figure 5 

shows that for residential buildings, 27% of the heat demand is heated with natural gas, 20% with gas-oil 

and 1% with fuel oil. So almost half of the heating is being done by fossil fuels, which has a high potential 

of substitution by heat pumps. The other half of the consumption has a lower potential of substitution, 

because it includes biofuels, wood and district heating.  
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Figure 5: Share of fuels used for SH and air-conditioning in residential buildings in Austria in 2017. [20] 

2.3.2.1 Urban residential sector 

To get an indication of the energy use for heating in the residential sector, the energy distribution of the 

state of Vienna is taken as a reference for the heating mix in urban areas, as mentioned in paragraph 2.2. 

The mix for Vienna differs a lot from the mix of Austria as a whole. It can be seen in Figure 6 that natural 

gas delivers more than half of the energy for heating, and about one third comes from district heating, which 

is also higher than national. The heating by ambient heat is quite small, only 1%, and the heating by electrical 

heating is only 4%. About 59% of fossil fuel heating has the potential of being replaced. The share of 

biofuels and wood is much smaller in urban areas compared to the national consumption. The difficulty for 

heat pumps to penetrate the urban residential sector is that there is a direct competition with district heating, 

which is also mentioned in Table 1 [4]. Over 35% would be difficult to replace, which is the sum of the 

district heating and fuel wood and biofuel heating.  

 
Figure 6: Share of fuels used for SH and air-conditioning in residential buildings in Vienna in 2017. [20] 
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2.3.2.2 Rural residential sector 

Burgenland is the state with the highest percentage of single-family households, as mentioned in paragraph 

2.2, so this state is considered a generalization of rural areas in Austria. In Figure 7 it can be seen that the 

fossil fuel share that can be replaced is about half of the total energy consumption, so this is comparable to 

rural areas. The main difference is that there is a large share of gas-oil instead of natural gas (about 20%). 

Electrical energy used for heating, including direct electric heating, is about 7%, so more than 50% has a 

large potential of replacement by heat pumps. The difficulty of replacement in rural areas lies in the large 

share of fuel wood. Wood takes up 31% of the used energy and is cheap and usually considered renewable, 

as mentioned previously. Including district heating and biofuels, the share of heating energy that is difficult 

to replace is almost 40%. The penetration of heat pumps currently already seems to be a bit higher than 

national: ambient heat is used in 5% of heating energy (national this was 3%). District heating is much less 

common here: only 3% is heated by district heating.  

 
Figure 7: Share of fuels used for SH and air-conditioning in residential buildings in Burgenland in 2017. [20] 

2.3.3 Commercial sector 

The commercial sector uses about one fifth of the total energy used for SH by all buildings. The pie diagram 

in Figure 8 shows that already half of the heating for commercial buildings is coming from district heating, 

which is unlikely to be replaced. The potential of replacement by heat pumps lays mostly in gas-oil and 

natural gas heating, which is only 26% of the total. Already 9% is heated by ambient heat. An undefined 

part of the 13% of the electricity that is used comes from air-conditioning and direct electric heating. This 

could be substituted by heat pumps as well. The other undefined part of this 13% covers the electricity that 

is already used by heat pumps.  
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Figure 8: Share of fuels used for SH and air-conditioning in commercial buildings in Austria in 2017. [20] 

2.3.4  Industrial sector 

In the industrial sector there is a big potential for heat pumps as well. Space heating is mostly done by 

natural gas, as can be seen in Figure 9. Electrical energy is used for 15%, but this is hardly for heat pumps, 

because the percentage of ambient heat is only 1%. 12% is heated by district heating and 14% by biofuels. 

If all heating systems that have higher CO2 emissions than heat pumps are summed, then about 70% of the 

heat could be substituted by heat pumps. Figure 2 shows as well that the amount of industrial heat pumps 

is negligible in comparison to total heat pump sales, so a lot should be possible for heat pumps in this area. 

Looking at all buildings, only 15% of the total building heat that is used for SH is consumed by industrial 

buildings however.  

 
Figure 9: Share of fuels used for SH and air-conditioning in industry buildings in Austria in 2017. [20] 

2.4 PV 

Most of the annually installed PV-systems in Austria are grid coupled systems, as can be seen in Figure 10. 

The amount of non-grid coupled systems are negligible. The fact that there are almost no self-sufficient 

systems is probably mainly due to the existing feed-in tariff (which is mentioned in Table 9 in Appendix B) 

for delivering PV-electricity to the grid. Since 2009 the PV sales have been increasing until there was a large 
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peak in 2013. This peak originated from a one-time subsidy that was available that year. Then the sales 

dropped, but remained constant since 2014 with approximately 160 MWp per year. The total sum of 

installed PV power over the years in Austria was 1269 MWp in 2017. [12] 

 
Figure 10: Yearly installed PV-power in MWp until 2017 for grid coupled and self-sufficient systems. [12] 

About 96% of all the PV-systems are currently installed on buildings, of which 92% is installed freely on 

the roof, without being integrated in the building itself [21]. Since 2011 the most sold type is the 

polycrystalline panel. Since 2013 this type covered approximately 85%-90% of the installed capacity each 

year. [12] 

2.5 Focus area 

As mentioned in paragraph 2.2, in approximately 80% of the new buildings heat pumps are installed as the 

standard system when district heating is not applicable. This is already a very high percentage, so therefore 

the focus has been laid on the replacement of the heating system in an already existing building. The 

commercial and industrial building sectors are left out of the model. This because the residential sector has 

by far the largest heat demand, as mentioned in paragraph 2.3.2. Within the commercial sector the fuel 

shares suitable for replacement are already small anyways.   

Rural and urban areas seem to have a comparable potential for heat pumps. There are more single-family 

house buildings in Austria, which would create a bigger potential in term of selling single units of heat 

pumps, but the amount of households in single-family houses and multifamily houses is approximately 

equal, as mentioned in paragraph 2.2. The biggest issue with multifamily houses is that there is more direct 

competition with district heating. Looking at Sweden for example, it can be seen that there is a clear division 

between heat pumps mostly being installed in single-family houses and multifamily houses being heated 

mostly by district heating. The district heating network is expected not to increase that much anymore 

however in Austria, which can also be concluded from Figure 4, so the situation is different in Austria. In 

single-family houses there is competition as well, but with wood heating instead of district heating. In single-

family houses heat pumps are already slightly more common, which was shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 

This is highlighted even more in Figure 11. This figure does not show the heating energy consumption in 

energy units, but the share of total floor space that is heated by different heating systems for both single- 

and multifamily houses. Here the differences are slightly bigger. About 40% of the floor space of single-

family houses is heated by fossil fuels, whereas this is 50% for multifamily houses. The floor space fraction 

that is heated by heat pumps is already over 10% for the single-family houses, but for multifamily houses 

this is less than 5%. On top of this, M-TEC mentioned that most heat pumps are currently being installed 

in single-family houses as mentioned in paragraph 1.1.1. This shows that there is still much to be gained in 

the area of multifamily houses. Therefore, in the remainder of this report only multifamily houses in Vienna 
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will be considered and modelled. The conventional heating system that will be replaced by the combined 

heat pump and PV system in the model will be a gas heating system, because gas heating is the most common 

fuel with high probability of replacement in the multifamily house sector. 

 

Figure 11: Share of used fuel types for heating in single-family houses and multifamily houses related to the heated gross floor area in 2014. [22] 

The heat pump technologies that have been considered in the model are air/water systems based on ambient 

heat and borehole ground source heat pumps, because those hold the biggest market share, as mentioned 

in paragraph 2.1. The heat pump will be used for both SH and DHW. Shallow ground source heat pumps 

have not been considered, because these need a lot of space under the ground, which is less likely to be 

available in urban areas.  

Within Vienna the ground is averagely suitable for borehole heat pumps until a depth of 100 meters, as can 

be seen in Figure 12. Some areas are very well suitable, but these are mostly more remote nature areas with 

less buildings. Close to the city center there are some areas that are not very suitable for boreholes.  

  
Figure 12: Suitability for boreholes until a depth of 100 meters. Dark green is very well suitable, lighter green is averagely suitable and very light green is 

barely suitable. [23]  

Per 18th of April 2019 there were 2191 PV-systems installed in Vienna with a summed performance of 

34,585 kWp [24]. Vienna has a total area of 415 m2, of which approximately 53 m2 consists of rooftop area. 
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Approximately 2/3 of this total rooftop area in Vienna is suitable for solar energy, which corresponds to 34 

km2. 10% of the total area (5 km2) even has a “very good” potential for solar energy. In the half year of 

winter (October-March), the theoretical PV-potential would then be 1400 GWh, whereas the potential in 

the half year of summer (April-September) is 4000 GWh, which gives a total of 5400 GWh PV energy per 

year theoretically. [25] Only the most sold technology will be taken into account for the PV type: the 

polycrystalline panels. So thin film and monocrystalline panels will be left out. 

The subsidies that are available from the national government and the state of Vienna will be considered. 

Subsidies from individual heat pump or PV installers and grid companies will not be considered. The 

technologies and aspects that are considered in the model and which fell outside the boundaries of the 

model are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4: Qualitative model table with system boundaries. 

 Inside the system boundaries Outside the system 

boundaries 

Location Vienna Other areas in Austria 

New/existing building Existing building New building 

Building type Multifamily house Single-family house 

Industry 

Commercial buildings 

Conventional system Gas heating Wood heating 

Oil heating 

Direct electric heating 

Heat pump system Ambient Air/water Water/water  

Exhaust air/water 

Borehole ground source Shallow ground source 

Cooling 

PV technology Polycrystalline Monocrystalline 

Thin film 

Heat pump subsidies State subsidies Installer subsidies 

Grid subsidies 

PV subsidies State subsidies Installer subsidies 

Grid subsidies 
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3 Methodology 

In this chapter the methodology of the modelling process will be described. Two models have been created.  

The first model is created in Polysun, from which the results are implemented in an Excel model to do the 

economical calculations and analysis. This model had been used to validate the other model. This model 

will be called Polysun model in the remainder of this report. The other model replaces Polysun with the 

AIT Building Model Generator (BMG) and an extended Excel model in a simplified way. This second model 

is used for the sensitivity analysis and will be called BMG/Excel model in the remainder of this report. 

Firstly, qualitative models have been created to map what will be modelled exactly. This eased the creation 

of the actual quantitative models.  

3.1 Qualitative model 

The qualitative model describes the Polysun model and BMG/Excel model schematically, which gives an 

overview of what has been modelled.  

3.1.1 Polysun model 

The qualitative scheme of this model is shown in Figure 13. In the first model that was created the 

conventional gas system, combined air/water heat pump (AW HP) and PV system (AW HP+PV) and 

combined ground source heat pump (GS HP) and PV system (GS HP+PV) are modelled in Polysun. 

Polysun is a simulation software developed by Vela Solaris. It makes it possible to build energy systems for 

buildings including PV, Solar thermal, PV/T, different types of heat pumps and conventional oil, gas or 

wood fueled heating systems.  

Figure 13 shows that the output of the Polysun is the gas consumption, electricity taken from the grid and 

electricity exported to the grid. Three main design components influence these results. These are the thermal 

system layout, the building properties and the PV system layout. The model inputs were kept as general as 

possible, which means that the most usual systems and components in Austria are selected for, among 

others, the heat pump types, PV panel types and thermal system layout. For the thermal layout choices were 

made for whether or not there would be a tank for SH and DHW and what size it would have. For the PV 

system, the total area and the model type were assumed. For the building, the inputs were the thermal 

transmittance (U-value), the size, the building type, DHW usage and electrical appliances electricity usage.  

The outputs from Polysun were then imported into an Excel file. Other inputs of this Excel file are 

estimations of the annual costs, savings and earnings, which are dependent on the O&M costs of the heat 

pump and PV systems, saved O&M of the gas heating system and the gas price, electricity price and feed-

in tariff in combination with the energy results. Together with the initial investment costs of the heat pumps 

and PV panels and the saved new gas boiler costs, the economic feasibility of replacing the conventional 

gas system with a combined heat pump and PV system has been estimated by calculating the net present 

value (NPV), internal rate of return (IRR) and the benefit-cost ratio (BCR). These investment costs are 

dependent on the size of the heat pump, PV system and gas boiler and the subsidies available for heat 

pumps and PV. Additionally, the CO2 emissions can be estimated with the gas and electricity imported from 

the grid. 
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Figure 13: Qualitative model of inputs and outputs of the Polysun model. 

3.1.2 BMG/Excel model 

Figure 14 shows the second qualitative model, the BMG/Excel model. The second model starts off with 

the BMG from AIT. The BMG uses the geometry, floor area, number of floors, building type and building 

year to give the hourly heat demand for SH as output. It takes into account, among other things, the U-

value of the building, the ambient temperatures and solar heat gain.  

The hourly energy demand for heating the building is thus extracted from the BMG and then imported into 

an Excel file. A typical demand for DHW of a multifamily house is added, based on a yearly profile. Together 

with the COP of the heat pumps, the electricity that is needed for the SH and DHW can be calculated for 

every hour. The COP is dependent on source temperature and the flow temperature of the heat pump which 

is different every hour, so this changes for every hour. The natural gas that is consumed by the conventional 

system is based on the total heat demand as well. When the electrical appliances electricity demand is 

appended to the model according to a yearly profile, a total electricity demand is available for every hour of 

the year. The energy available from PV for every hour has been calculated from the tilt angle of the panels, 

total area, efficiencies, the zenith angle and the diffuse horizontal and direct normal irradiance. The PV 

electricity that is available can then be subtracted from this electricity demand for every hour. This results 

in a value for the total electricity consumption over the year and the total electricity that is exported to the 
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grid. The calculation of the NPV, IRR and BCR is then done the same way as in the Polysun model, so the 

end of the qualitative model in Figure 14 is the same as for the model in Figure 13.  

 
Figure 14: Qualitative model of inputs and outputs of the BMG/Excel model. 

3.2 Quantitative model 

The quantitative model is the actual model with which the calculations have been performed. To be able to 

make a model that is as standard and common as possible for Austria, several choices and assumptions have 

been made for the layouts, components, prices and demand profiles. The aspects of creating the quantitative 

models are described in this paragraph.  

3.2.1 Polysun model 

First the Polysun model is described in terms of assumptions for energy demand and the specific design 

choices for the AW HP+PV, GS HP+PV and conventional gas system.  

3.2.1.1 Energy demand 

The energy demand of the building can be subdivided in three sections: the SH demand of the building, the 

DHW demand of the residents and the demand of electrical appliances.  
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The SH demand is based on a multifamily building with 20 households and 4 floors with a height of 2.5 

meters per floor, which means each floor holds 5 households. For Vienna the average amount of people 

living in one household is 2.04 [26]. Therefore, it is assumed that there are 40 people living in the building. 

From data from 2011 it followed that the average size of a household in Vienna is approximately 70 m² [27]. 

With 20 households the total living area of the building should thus be 1400 m².  Therefore, the length of 

the building is assumed to be 25 meters with a width of 14 meters. With four stocks this gives a rooftop 

area of 350 m². The heating setpoint temperature is set on 21°C, for the night it is 18°C [28]. The building 

type is selected to be a low-energy multifamily house from the Polysun building list, with a U-value of 0.35 

W/K/m². As a validation, the values available on the EU-housing database Tabula for a renovated Austrian 

apartment block that is built between 1961 and 1980 are averaged over the surface area. This U-value then 

becomes approximately 0.32 W/K/m², so in Polysun the building is assumed to be slightly less efficient 

[29]. No periodic absences of the residents of the building have been applied.  

The DHW demand for Austria is approximately 55 liters per day per person [30] [31]. For this building with 

40 residents the DHW demand is therefore 2200 liters per day. With a demand temperature of 55°C this 

corresponds to 40,212 kWh annual energy demand for DHW according to Polysun. The profile for a 

multifamily dwelling as provided by Polysun has been applied, without any absences.  

The electricity consumption of the electrical appliances is based on the average value for Austria in 2016 for 

buildings with three or more dwellings. This is approximately 1700 kWh per year per household, so 34 MWh 

for the whole building [32]. The profile is set on a typical residential profile for 5 families combined as 

provided by Polysun without weekly, monthly or yearly absences of the residents.  

3.2.1.2 AW HP+PV 

Figure 15 shows the AW HP+PV layout in Polysun. The heat pump heats a storage tank, where the water 

is stored that heats the building. The DHW is heated through heat exchangers in the tank, so the water that 

comes out of the tap is not stored, which avoids the problem of legionella. The figure shows an auxiliary 

heater in the storage tank, but it is switched off for the whole year. The heat is transferred to the building 

by convectors.  

The AW HP has been designed to be able to at least cover the building heat load at A-12°C/W55, which is 

the standard outside temperature to design for in Vienna [33]. A similar design method has been used in 

earlier renovation projects in Vienna [22]. The building energy loss through the building envelope and 

ventilation has therefore been plotted against the ambient temperature. This showed that the heat pump 

should be able to deliver approximately 50 kW at an ambient temperature of -12°C, as can be seen in Figure 

43 in Appendix I. Heat pumps from Hoval and Ochsner, local manufacturers, have been considered. The 

biggest heat pump available from the considered manufacturers, which also meets the efficiency 

requirements for the Viennese subsidies, is the Belaria® dual AR (60) heat pump from Hoval, which can 

deliver approximately 41 kW at -12°C ambient temperature at the A-12/W55 bivalence point. [34] The heat 

pump must be able to cover a heat demand of 50 kW at the -12°C outside temperature, so this heat pump 

is not delivering enough. Therefore, the heating and electric power data are scaled up by a factor 1.21.   

The storage tank size has been approximated by the standard from ÖNORM H 5056 with (1): [35] 

 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 2.5𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟  (1) 

Here 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 is the storage size of the tank in liter and 𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 is the total floor area of the building in m². 

So, if the floor area is 1400 m², the tank volume should be 3500 liters. This is then rounded up to 4000 

liters. The tank type is the LVT 4000 from German manufacturer Linszter. This tank has a height of 2.8 m 

and cross-section of 1.4 m. The floor space that is used is therefore less than 2 m². [36] 

The total PV area has been determined on 40% of the roof space area. The tilt angle has been determined 

on 42°, which is the optimal angle for Vienna over a year [37]. The panels are facing south, which is optimal 
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for the northern hemisphere. A polycrystalline panel from the German manufacturer Viessmann has been 

selected: the Vitovolt 300-P275AB with a Nominal power of 275 W at STC and a panel area of 1.63 m².  

The heat pump is controlled with respect to the actual convector inlet temperature. When the temperature 

in layer 8 in the storage tank is more than 15°C lower than the inlet temperature of the convectors, the heat 

pump is switched on. There are 12 equally spaced layers in the storage tank, layer 8 is the layer in the tank 

where the connection to the convector inlet is located. The heat pump is switched off when the temperature 

in layer 6 is 20°C higher than the actual inlet temperature of the convector. For the DHW demand a different 

control strategy is applied: if the temperature in layer 11 goes below 60°C the heat pump is switched on, if 

the temperature in layer 10 is above 65°C it is switched off.  

 
Figure 15: AW HP+PV layout in Polysun. 

3.2.1.3 GS HP+PV 

The GS HP+PV has exactly the same PV layout, thermal layout, control and demand as the AW HP+PV. 

The outside temperature for which the system is designed is the same as well. There only is an additional 

ground source loop, which is the heat source of the heat pump. The heat pump itself is obviously different 

as well, but the heat demand has been taken as a directive for the size again and heat pumps from Hoval 

and Ochsner have been considered, just as for the AW HP+PV. The system layout in Polysun can be seen 

in Figure 16. 

A heat pump from Ochsner has been selected. The system is designed for the same outside temperature as 

the AW HP+PV, which means the systems are comparable. It is assumed that the bivalence point at  

-12°C outside temperature is B0/W55. The smallest Ochsner GS HP that has a heating capacity of at least 

50 kW at B0/W55 is the Terra 61. This heat pump has a heating capacity of 56.5 kW at B0/W55 [38]. This 

would mean the heat pump would be over dimensioned, so therefore the data has been scaled down to 50 

kW. The heating and electric power are scaled down by a factor 1.13.   

The length of the borehole has been calculated according to VDI4640 [39]: 

 
𝑙𝐵𝐻 =

�̇�@𝐵0/𝑊55

�̇�𝐵𝐻
∗

(𝐶𝑂𝑃 − 1)

𝐶𝑂𝑃
  

 (2) 

Here �̇�𝐺𝑆𝐻𝑃 is the thermal power of the ground source heat pump at B0/W55 in W, �̇�𝐵𝐻 is the specific 

abstraction capacity of the ground type for the borehole in W/m and COP is the coefficient of performance 

of the heat pump at B0/W55. The COP is 2.86 and the ground type for Vienna is loamy sand, which has a 

specific abstraction capacity of approximately 40 W/m [38] [40]. This then results in a total borehole length 
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of 813 m. This is rounded up to 900 m, with a length of 100 m per borehole. So, a total of nine boreholes 

are installed.  

 
Figure 16: GS HP+PV layout in Polysun. 

3.2.1.4 Conventional gas system 

To give an indication for the gas consumption that can be saved, a conventional gas heating system has 

been modelled, which is shown in Figure 17. In this system the heating of the building is done directly, 

without any buffer tank in between. The convectors are the same as in the heat pump systems. The storage 

tank size has been approximated by a similar equation as (1), but then for gas heating systems instead of 

heat pump systems, so the conversion factor is slightly smaller [35]:  

 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 1,75𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟  (3) 

This gives a storage size of 2450 liters, which is rounded up to 3000 liters. The heat pump itself has been 

chosen in approximately the same size as the heat pumps, which resulted in a gas boiler with a power of 60 

kW. The type is the VITODENS 200-W Typ B2HA 12-60 from Viessmann.  

 
Figure 17: Conventional gas system layout in Polysun. 
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3.2.2 BMG/Excel model 

The BMG/Excel model is the model with which the actual sensitivity analysis has been performed of which 

the results are described in chapter 4. This model has been designed in such a way that it would be easy to 

use in the future by AIT.  

3.2.2.1 BMG 

From the BMG the typical heat demand of a building in different locations in Austria can be obtained. The 

inputs are: the shape and size of the building (rectangular, 14 meters by 25 meters), number of floors (4 

floors), building year (the year 1980), location and type of building (Vienna). These inputs are, as far as 

possible, kept the same as for the Polysun model. The output of this tool can be imported in Excel and 

contains the hourly outside temperature and the heat demand in sixteen sections of the building. This data 

has been used as one of the inputs to the Excel file described in the next paragraph.  

3.2.2.2 Excel 

The contribution of the BMG to this model has been rather small. Almost everything that has been 

previously described as being modelled in Polysun has been replaced by Excel in this model, especially the 

input data has been kept the same as much as possible.  

3.2.2.2.1 Input 

One of the inputs of the Excel model is thus the BMG output. The heat demand of the sixteen sections of 

the building are summed to the total heat demand of the whole building. Figure 18 shows a screenshot of 

the input slide for the remaining default input variables. The figure shows the input data that has been used 

for the analysis of which the results are described in chapter 4. The PV system is dependent on the location 

to calculate the solar angles. Therefore, the coordinates of the city of where the building is located are an 

input to the model.  

The total DHW demand is based on the DHW energy demand per day per person in Austria, which is 1000 

kWh [30] [31]. Other necessary input to calculate the DHW demand are thus the amount of people that live 

in the building, which is calculated by multiplying the building floor area with characteristics for the area of 

one household and the amount of persons  living in one household, just as has been done for Polysun model 

described in 3.2.1.1. The annual electrical appliances electricity consumption is calculated the same way as 

for the Polysun model as well. So, it is based on the number of households and the characteristic electricity 

consumption of 1700 kWh per year per household.  

The PV layout and panel selection are necessary to calculate the electricity generated from PV. The default 

values are all the same as in the Polysun model described in paragraph 3.2.1: the PV area is 40% of the 

rooftop area, the tilt angle is 42°, the panels are facing south and the Panel type is the Viessmann Vitovolt 

300-P275AB with an efficiency of 16.90%.  

Other inputs are the energy prices for gas, electricity and the feed-in tariff. A drop-down menu is added to 

be able to enter whether or not there are subsidies available. This way calculations are possible with or 

without heat pump and PV subsidies. The same is done for the heat pump itself, which makes it possible 

to test the profitability of a PV only system.  
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Figure 18: Input slide with default values of the BMG/Excel model. The orange cells contain input data, the grey cells with orange text contain 

calculations depending on these input cells. 

3.2.2.2.2 Electrical appliances demand 

The demand of the electrical appliances is implemented exactly the same as in Polysun. The hourly profile 

has been copied from Polysun and multiplied with the total yearly demand from the input sheet.  

Location

Lattitude [°] 48.21

Longitude [°] -16.37

Building size

Number of floors [m] 4

Rooftop area [m²] 350

Total floor area [m²] 1400

Building characteristics

Area per household [m²] 70

People per household 2

Households 20

People in the building 40

Total DHW demand

Annual DHW demand per person [kWh] 1000

Total annual DHW demand [kWh] 40,000         

Electricity consumption of appliances

Electricity consumption of appliances per household [kWh] 1700

Annual electricity consumption of electrical appliances [kWh] 34,000         

PV characteristics

Fraction of rooftop area for PV 40%

Total area for PV [m²] 140

Panel efficiency 16.90%

Installed power [kWp] 23.66

Tilt angle [°] 42

Surface azimuth angle [°] 0

Energy prices

Gas price [€/kWh] 0.06

Electricity price [€/kWh] 0.17

Feed-in tariff [€/kWh] 0.0767

Subsidies

PV subsidies YES

AW heat pump subsidies YES

GS heat pump subsidies YES

Heat pump

Is there a heat pump in the system? YES
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3.2.2.2.3 Total building heat demand 

Just like the electrical appliances consumption, the DHW demand is calculated the same as in Polysun. The 

implemented hourly profile from there has been copied and multiplied with the total yearly DHW demand 

from the input sheet. 

As mentioned, the SH demand is implemented from the BMG. When the hourly values of both the DHW 

and SH demand are summed per hour, the total building heat demand arises. This value is then divided by 

the total efficiency of the system (which is assumed to be 99%), which will lead to the hourly energy the 

heat pump has to deliver.  

3.2.2.2.4 Heat pump electricity consumption 

The hourly electricity the heat pump consumes to deliver the total heat demand is calculated according to 

(4) [41]: 

 
𝐸𝐻𝑃 =

𝑄𝑆𝐻

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑆𝐻
+

𝑄𝐷𝐻𝑊

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐷𝐻𝑊
 

(4) 

Here 𝑄𝑆𝐻 is the SH demand in a particular hour, the 𝑄𝐷𝐻𝑊 is the DHW demand in that hour, the 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑆𝐻 

is the coefficient of performance of the heat pump corresponding to the SH demand and the 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐷𝐻𝑊 is 

the coefficient of performance corresponding to the DHW demand. The COP is dependent on the source 

temperature and the flow temperature (the temperature of the fluid right after it leaves the heat pump). The 

flow temperature is fixed at 60°C for the DHW demand. For the SH demand the flow temperature in a 

certain hour is interpolated between a minimum and maximum value, with the maximum value 

corresponding to the maximum heat demand and the minimum value to the minimum heat demand, 

according to (5):  

 
𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 = 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛

+
𝑄𝑆𝐻

𝑄𝑆𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥  

∗ (𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥
− 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛

)  
(5) 

𝑄𝑆𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
 is the maximal hourly SH demand in the year, 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛

 is the minimum flow temperature which is 

pre-defined to be 40°C, the maximum flow temperature 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥
 is defined to be 55°C.   

The COP dependency on the source temperature and flow temperature can be found in Appendix I in 

Figure 44 and Figure 45. With the data from these figures, a matrix of COP values is created. The COP 

values are interpolated and extrapolated from 30°C to 70°C with a step of 0.1°C for the flow temperatures. 

For the source temperatures the COPs are interpolated and extrapolated from -20°C to 40°C for the outside 

temperature for the AW HP from -6°C to 20°C for the GS HP. With the matrix that originates the COP 

corresponding to the source temperature and flow temperature for every hour can be selected and used for 

equation (5). This is done for both the DHW demand and the SH demand, after which these are summed 

to get the total electricity consumption for the heat pump for every hour.  

The outdoor temperature which the BMG uses is used as the source temperature for the AW HP. This data 

was obtained from EnergyPlus 8.3 and is lower than the ambient temperatures used by Polysun [42]. For 

the GS HP the average monthly ground source temperatures from Polysun have been used as the ground 

source temperatures in the corresponding months. The ground temperature values for each month can be 

found in Appendix J. 

3.2.2.2.5 PV electricity generation 

The hourly PV production is dependent on many factors, among others these are the position of the sun at 

each hour, the location of the PV system, the solar radiation and different efficiencies. The hourly PV energy 

production is calculated according to (6) [43]: 

 𝐸𝑃𝑉 = (cos(𝜃) ∗ 𝐼𝑏 ∗ 𝐼𝐴𝑀 + 𝐼𝑑) ∗ 𝐴𝑃𝑉 ∗ 𝜂𝑃𝑉 ∗ 𝜂0 ∗ (1 − 𝛼(𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑇𝐶))  (6) 
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Here 𝜃 is the surface incidence angle of the beam radiation on the solar panel. Its calculation is explained 

in Appendix K. 𝐼𝑏 is the beam radiation and 𝐼𝑑 is the diffuse irradiation. The radiation data that has been 

used is the same radiation data as AIT used for the BMG, which was obtained from EnergyPlus 8.3 [42]. 

𝐼𝐴𝑀 is the incidence angle modifier, 𝐴𝑃𝑉 the total summed PV area, 𝜂𝑃𝑉 is the module efficiency, which is 

16.90% [44]. 𝜂0 is performance ratio, which is the total of all other efficiencies, including for example losses 

from dirt, shadowing, mismatching losses, inverter efficiency and AC and DC losses. This is assumed to be 

80%, which is a typical value [45] [46]. The last terms in the equation (between the brackets) count for the 

module temperature losses: 𝛼 is the temperature coefficient as provided by the manufacturer of the solar 

panel (this is -0.00407 for the selected panel [44]), 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the actual cell temperature and 𝑇𝐶 is the cell 

temperature at STC, which is 25°C.  

The cell temperature is obtained by: 

 
𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 + (𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 − 20)

𝐼𝑇

𝐼𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇
  

(7) 

Here 𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 is the Nominal Operating Cell Temperature, which is 45°C [47]. 𝐼𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 is the irradiation at 

NOCT, which is 800 W/m². 𝐼𝑇 is the total irradiation that falls on the panel, which is represented by (8) 

[48]: 

 𝐼𝑇 = cos(𝜃) 𝐼𝑏 + 𝐼𝑑 (8) 

What remains to elaborate is the 𝐼𝐴𝑀 in equation (6). The IAM counts for the losses of radiation that are 

reflected back into the sky. This is calculated with (9) [43]: 

 
𝐼𝐴𝑀 = 1 − 0.05 (

1

cos(𝜃)
− 1) 

(9) 

3.2.2.2.6 Total energy demand 

The electrical appliance consumption and electricity demand of the heat pump can be summed to a total 

electricity demand for each hour for the heat pump systems. When the energy that is generated by the PV 

panels is subtracted from this total electricity demand for each hour, this will result in the hourly electricity 

that is extracted from the grid in case the PV generation is smaller than the demand. When the PV generation 

is bigger than the demand, this will result in electricity that will be exported to the grid.  

The hourly CO2 emissions can be calculated from the electricity that is extracted from the grid. For every 

month there is a different emission factor that estimates how much CO2 is emitted for every kWh extracted 

from the grid. These emission factors are shown in Appendix E in Figure 40.  

For the conventional gas system, the gas consumption is calculated by assuming a total efficiency of the 

complete heating system of 90%. This corresponds to the total efficiency as obtained from the conventional 

gas system efficiency in Polysun, by dividing the total heat demand over the total gas consumption. The 

conversion factor for CO2 emissions for gas is assumed to be 0.24 kg/kWh [49]. The electricity demand for 

the conventional gas system consists only of the electricity demand of the electrical appliances.  

This finally results in the total gas consumption and electricity extracted from and exported to the grid, 

which are the necessary values to do the cost calculations with.  

3.2.3 Cost calculations 

There are three main key performance indicators (KPIs) for the economic comparison of the systems. These 

are the net present value (NPV), benefit cost ratio (BCR) and internal rate of return (IRR). The NPV 

converts all cash flows to a present worth value. This way it can be checked whether the benefits of getting 

rid of gas consumption costs compensate enough for the increased costs on electricity use and the 

investment costs. The NPV-equation is represented by (10) [50]:  
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𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑

𝐵𝑗 − 𝐶𝑗

(1 + 𝑖)𝑗
− 𝐶0

𝑛

𝑗=1
 

 (10) 

Here the 𝑛 stands for the number of years that are analyzed, 𝑗 is the specific year, 𝐵𝑗 are the benefits in a 

specific year, 𝐶𝑗 the costs in that year, 𝑖 is the discount rate applicable and 𝐶0 the investment costs. These 

benefits and costs can further be subdivided into different categories. These are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: subdivision of the costs and benefits to calculate the NPV. The PV and heat pump investment subsidies and saved conventional system boiler 
replacement costs are negative values to calculate the investment costs and therefore reduce the investment costs. 

Investment costs Annual benefits Annual costs 

Heat pump investment costs Sold PV-electricity (from feed-in 

tariff) 

Heat pump O&M 

Heat pump investment subsidies 

(negative) 

Conventional system gas 

consumption 

PV O&M 

PV investment costs Conventional system electricity 

consumption 

Electricity consumption 

PV investment subsidies 

(negative) 

Conventional system O&M   

Saved conventional system 

boiler replacement costs 

(negative) 

  

 

Due to the discount rate the NPV will not be linear. If the NPV is positive, the substitution of the gas 

heating system by a heat pump and PV system will be profitable. If it is negative it is not, but then it can be 

researched what must change to make it profitable. In this case the time over which the NPV will be 

calculated is 20 years. 

The NPV is directly related to the BCR. The BCR can give another view on whether the project is profitable 

or not. Its number represents how much of the investment costs is earned back after the 20 years. The BCR 

is calculated by (11) [51]: 

 

𝐵𝐶𝑅 =

∑
𝐵𝑗 − 𝐶𝑗

(1 + 𝑖)𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1

𝐶0
 

 (11) 

So, if the BCR is bigger than one after 20 years the project is profitable and the investment costs will be 

earned back, if it is smaller than one the project is not profitable. 

The internal rate of return (IRR) is the discount rate that would give an NPV of 0 for the given cash flows. 

The IRR can be calculated by setting the NPV to 0 as shown in (12) [52]:  

 
𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑

𝐵𝑗 − 𝐶𝑗

(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅)𝑗
− 𝐶0

𝑛

𝑗=1
= 0 

 (12) 

3.2.3.1 Cost assumptions 

The end user gas price for Vienna is approximately €0.06/kWh [53]. This is used to calculate the annual gas 

costs that will be saved by using heat pumps. The electricity costs are around €0.17/kWh for Vienna. [54] 

[55]. The PV feed-in tariff is set to €0.0767/kWh for Austria for systems between 5 kWp and 200 kWp, as 

mentioned in Appendix B as well [56]. For systems smaller than 5 kWp the feed-in tariff is assumed to be 

0.078423, according to the feed-in tariff mentioned by Wien Energie [57]. Because the PV system used for 
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the analysis in chapter 4 is bigger than 5 kWp, the feed-in tariff of €0.0767/kWh has been applied for the 

whole analysis. 

The PV investment costs are approximated by an analysis from TU Wien, which analyzed the costs of 

different PV installations for multifamily houses for different installed peak performances. The results of 

this analysis are shown in Appendix L. This showed the trend from equation (13), with which the PV 

investment costs can be calculated. [58] 

 𝐶𝑃𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
= 3494 + 1038 ∗ 𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘  (13) 

Here 𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the installed PV peak performance in kW. The PV operation and maintenance costs (O&M) 

are set to 1% of the investment costs. [59]  

The heat pump investment costs are estimated according to an analysis by AIT. This analysis considered 

different sources that present data and estimations for heat pump investment costs. Currently the 

investment costs of a 58 kW air-source heat pump system can be assumed to be €600/kW according to a 

local manufacturer, IDM, which was mentioned in this AIT data review [60]. This value has been used for 

the investment costs in this report. Another reference mentioned in this AIT document is a report from 

2012 from the Danish Energy Agency (DEA). The DEA performed a study in which estimations were made 

for the fixed and variable O&M and investment costs of different heating systems in different sizes and for 

new buildings and already existing buildings. This study showed that the investment costs of installing a 

large-scale heat pump (in a range of 50-750 kW) in already existing buildings can be assumed to be 

€1000/kW for air/water heat pumps [61]. A report from DEA in 2016 mentioned the costs to be €375/kW 

for a heat pump of 400 kW [62]. So, the value of €600/kW from the local manufacturer in Austria that has 

been used as default for this report lies between the two DEA values. For ground source heat pumps the 

DEA 2012 report mentioned the investment costs to be €1770/kW [61]. The 2016 report mentions 

€660/kW [62]. Because of the big difference, the 2012 value has been scaled down according to the air/water 

heat pump decrease: €600/€1000*€1770/kW. This resulted, rounded up, in an estimation of the investment 

costs of €1100/kW, which has been applied in this report and lies between the DEA values. A German 

website mentions similar values for ground source heat pumps [63]. The mentioned investment costs are 

the total investment costs, so including drilling, installation and equipment. The annual O&M costs are 

assumed to be €2.5/kW for both heat pumps [62]. 

The investment costs of both heat pumps are dependent on the size of the heat pump. The power of the 

AW HP that has been taken for the investment costs in the Polysun model is 61.1 kW at A2/W35, which 

is value for the Hoval Belaria® dual AR (60) that has been scaled down. For the GS HP the power that has 

been used for the investment costs is 55.3 kW at B0/W35, which is the scaled down value from the Ochsner 

Terra 61. For the BMG/Excel model, heat pump sizes have been scaled according to the maximum SH 

demand as obtained from the BMG. For the AW HP the maximum SH demand is assumed to be equal to 

the heat pump size at A-12/W55. For the GS HP this maximum SH demand has been assumed to 

correspond to the heat pump power at B0/W55. To calculate the heat pump investment costs the power at 

A2/W35 and B0/W35 for respectively the AW HP and the GS HP are needed however. Therefore, the 

power at A2/W35 has been obtained by upscaling the maximal SH demand according to the power at 

A2/W35 over the power at A-12/W55 of the heat pump used in the Polysun model. For the GS HP the 

SH demand has been scaled up by the power at B0/W35 over the power at B0/W55 of the heat pump used 

in the Polysun model. The upscaling factors then are 61.1/50=1.222 for the AW HP and 55.3/50=1.106 

for the GS HP. Only the SH demand has been considered here, so it has been assumed in the BMG/Excel 

model that there is a storage tank that could always cover the DHW when needed and which could be 

refilled when the SH demand is low enough.  

The conventional gas system is assumed to have fixed O&M costs of €4/kW and variable annual O&M 

costs of €2/GJ. It is assumed that the costs of the replacement of a gas boiler are saved as well, because 

once in the 20 years lifetime that are being analyzed, the gas boiler would have to be replaced. The costs for 

a new boiler are set to €115/kW. [61] 
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The PV investment subsidies are applied as shown in Table 9. For Vienna the PV investment costs are 

subsidized with €250 for every kWp, up until 100 kWp. Every kW above 100 is subsidized with €200, up 

until 500 kWp. Another boundary condition is that the subsidies cannot exceed 30% of the total investment 

costs.  

The heat pump investment subsidies are applied as shown in Table 8. For Vienna this means that for air 

heat pumps smaller than 15 kW a fixed subsidy of €2500 is provided, for ground source heat pumps this is 

€7500. If the air source heat pump has a performance bigger than 15 kW, than for every kW an additional 

€60 is subsidized, for ground source heat pumps this is €600. An additional limit is that maximally 30% of 

the investment costs is subsidized, just like with the PV subsidies. The bonus of €1500 for an improved 

seasonal space heating efficiency has been left out of the model. This has been done to simplify the model 

and because the selected air-source heat pump does not meet the criteria for this. For the default values of 

the analysis in chapter 4 the subsidies for the ground-source heat pump already exceed the limit of 30% of 

the investment costs, so for this heat pump leaving out the bonus would not have any influence on the 

subsidies either.  

For the discount rate a default value of 3% has been assumed, which is a standard value for this kind of 

projects and for Austria [64] [65]. 

The economical viewpoint to calculate the profitability has been assumed to be the owner of the building. 

This means the building owner would install the heat pumps and PV panels and earn back the installment 

costs through the saved gas costs and sold PV electricity. In reality the renters are paying for the gas and 

electricity consumption, so they save the energy costs when a heat pump would be installed. Therefore, one 

could assume an increase in rental prices, corresponding to the saved costs of the renters. This means the 

renters do not have any economic benefit of the heat pump and PV installment, but the building owner 

who installed the combined heat pump and PV system does, in case the NPV is positive. 

3.3 Validation 

During the modelling process the BMG/Excel model has been compared to the Polysun model for different 

KPIs to validate the BMG/Excel model. The most important of these KPIs are the PV electricity 

generation, PV self-consumption, PV self-consumption fraction (SCF), PV solar fraction (SF), electricity to 

grid, electricity from grid, thermal system electricity consumption, Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF), and 

the SH demand. The explanation of some of these KPIs can be found in Appendix M. These KPIs have 

been compared for the annual, winter and summer values. When necessary also daily values were compared. 

For the winter and summer, the monthly values of January and July have been taken.  

Different models have been compared to each other. Firstly, the Polysun systems from paragraphs 3.2.1.2, 

3.2.1.3 and 3.2.1.4 have been compared amongst each other. A description of these comparisons can be 

found in Appendix N. Another comparison has been done amongst three models: the Polysun model 

(model P), the BMG/Excel model with the same input as used in the Polysun model (model EP) and the 

BMG/Excel model with the BMG input (model EBMG). In model EP, the weather data (outside 

temperature, diffuse horizontal radiation and normal direct radiation) and hourly SH and DHW demand 

from Polysun have been used as an input to the BMG/Excel model. By comparing model EP to model P, 

the calculation methods in the BMG/Excel model have been validated. Model P and model EP have been 

compared to model EBMG as well. In model EBMG the data from the BMG has been used as input data 

as described in 3.2.2. By constantly comparing these models, the differences in calculation methods and 

results between model P and model EBMG have thus been kept as small as possible and if there were any 

differences it has been made sure that the differences were explainable. A description of this validation 

process and explanations of differences between values can be found in Appendix O. The AW HP+PV and 

GS HP+PV have been compared to each other in Appendix O as well, for model EP and model EBMG.  
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4 Results 

The analysis of the economic and environmental results has been performed with the BMG/Excel model 

(model EBMG). With this model it is the easiest to compare data and it is the easiest to use internally by 

AIT in the future as well, in case a quick economic estimation with only a few building properties is desired. 

An additional sensitivity analysis of the input data of the PV efficiency and heat pump flow temperatures 

can be found in Appendix P. The default input data used for these analyses can be found in Figure 18. 

4.1 Economical results 

First the economical results and sensitivity analysis is shown. The sensitivity analysis is done for the size of 

the PV system, the discount rate, the investment costs, subsidies and energy prices.  

4.1.1 Heat pumps and PV 

To get a picture of the base situation, the NPV has been plotted over the lifespan of the system for five 

systems: the air/water heat pump with PV system (AW HP+PV), the ground source heat pump with PV 

system (GS HP+PV), the air/water heat pump system without PV (AW HP only system), the ground source 

heat pump without PV (AW HP only system) and the implementation of only a PV system, without heat 

pumps. In Figure 19 the NPV-graphs are shown for these systems in case it would replace (or cooperate 

with) a conventional gas system. It can be seen that installing solely a PV system would result in a positive 

NPV and a payback time of approximately ten years. Only installing a heat pump system would be less 

profitable. In Table 6 it can be seen that the BCR is 0.99 for the AW HP only system, which means that 

almost all of the investment costs will be earned back. For the GS HP only system the investment costs will 

be earned back, and 43% of it will be profit. So, it can be concluded that the fact that the GS HP only 

system uses less electricity from the grid than the air source heat pump has a larger impact on the NPV than 

the higher investment costs of the GS HP. It can be seen in Figure 19 that the NPV of the GS HP only 

system overtakes the NPV of the AW HP only system after seven years already. The difference in NPV 

between the two heat pump systems has two reasons. The first reason is that the GS HP is subsidized more, 

which can more clearly be seen in paragraph 4.1.3. The second reason is that, compared to Polysun, the 

BMG/Excel model uses lower ambient temperatures than Polysun, as mentioned in paragraph 3.2.2.2.4, 

which leads to lower COPs for the AW HP and a bigger difference in NPV. This is described in appendix 

O.3 as well. 

When a PV system is added to the heat pump system it can be seen that the NPV of the combined system 

increases more than just the sum of the NPVs of the separate systems. This is because the PV system 

complements the HP system: the heat pump ensures that more PV electricity that is being generated is 

consumed instead of being fed in to the grid. For the AW HP+PV the NPV becomes positive, but it still 

lower than for the GS HP+PV. For the GS HP+PV the profitability increases even further, it is the system 

with the highest NPV of the considered systems. It can be seen that combining the systems has a large 

influence on the payback time of the heat pump systems for the current input. For the AW HP the payback 

time decreases from 20 to less than 13 years when it is combined with PV. For the GS HP the payback time 

decreases from 13 to under 11 years when it is combined with PV. It is mentioned in Appendix O that 

model P shows different results for the NPV than model EBMG, which means the weather data that is used 

has a large influence on the profitability. This difference means that with slightly different input the NPV 

could even change from positive to negative or the other way around for especially the AW HP only system. 

Therefore, the sensitivity of different factors is of largest interest, which is shown in the remainder of this 

chapter. In the remainder of this chapter an indication will be given in what will have most influence on the 

profitability of combined heat pump and PV systems and which one of these influences can be changed 

easiest.  
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Figure 19: NPV for the renovation of the system with an air/water heat pump combined with PV panels (AW HP+PV), a ground source heat pump 

with PV panels (GS HP+PV), only an air/water heat pump (AW HP), only a ground source heat pump (GS HP) or only PV panels (PV). 

Table 6 shows the other profitability KPIs at the end of the 20-year lifetime. For the heat pump systems, it 

can be said that the higher the NPV, the higher the BCR and IRR. The NPV for the AW HP only system 

is close to being positive for the current input data, as can be seen in Figure 19. Another KPI that indicates 

that the AW HP only system is close to being positive is the IRR: if the discount rate would go below 2.88%, 

the AW HP only system would become profitable for the current input data. 

Table 6: BCR and IRR for the PV only system, the AW HP only system, the GS HP only system, AW HP+PV and GS HP+PV. 

KPI PV AW HP GS HP AW HP+PV GS HP+PV 

BCR 1.78 0.99 1.43 1.48 1.64 

IRR 10.27% 2.88% 7.20% 7.64% 9.12% 

 

4.1.1.1 Heat pump investment costs 

In paragraph 3.2.3.1 the assumptions for defining the HP investment costs were described. The assumptions 

were inside a certain range of HP costs per kW. On top of this every HP installation project has different 

characteristics, and therefore different investment costs. Therefore, the graph from Figure 19 has been 

plotted for several HP investment costs per kW to show the influence of these costs on the NPV and 

payback time for both heat pump systems with and without PV system. It can be seen in Figure 20 that the 

NPV for the AW HP+PV is for most cost assumptions positive, only for the most pessimistic assumption 

of €1000/kW the NPV would be negative. The assumptions have most influence on the payback time 

however, there is more than one-year difference in payback time between every cost assumption. The NPV 

of the GS HP+PV is always positive, as can be seen in Figure 21. The same as for the AW HP+PV yields 

for the payback time. 
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Figure 20: NPV over the lifetime of the AW HP+PV for different assumptions for the HP investment costs, ranging from €300/kW to 

€1000/kW. The default value is €600/kW. 

 
Figure 21: NPV over the lifetime of the GS HP+PV for different assumptions for the HP investment costs, ranging from €500/kW to €1900/kW. 

The default value is €1100/kW. 

The influence of these assumptions is bigger on the AW HP only system and GS HP only system, which 

Figure 22 and Figure 23 show respectively. For the AW HP only system investment costs below 

approximately €600/kW show a positive NPV. For the GS HP only system values below €1500/kW are 

positive. The payback time differs approximately 4-5 years between the different assumptions for the AW 

HP system. For the GS HP system this is approximately 3-4 years. 
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Figure 22: NPV over the lifetime of the AW HP only system for different assumptions for the HP investment costs, ranging from €300/kW to 

€1000/kW. The default value is €600/kW. 

 
Figure 23: NPV over the lifetime of the GS HP only system for different assumptions for the HP investment costs, ranging from €500/kW to 

€1900/kW. The default value is €600/kW. 

The figures show that the assumed default data for the HP investment costs of €600/kW for the AW HP 

systems and €1100/kW for the GS HP systems are very moderate values. In the analyses in the remainder 

of this report only the combined heat pump and PV systems have been analyzed. 

4.1.2 Total investment cost sensitivity 

The influence of the investment costs has influence on the BCR as well. The necessity of analyzing the 

dependency on the profitability factors has already been described in the previous paragraph. On top of the 

described reasons it could be that in the future the total investment costs of the systems would decrease 

because of technological progress. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis on relative changes to the total net 

investment costs (taking subsidies into account) is presented in Figure 24. It can be seen that the investment 

costs have a large influence. If the total investment costs would somehow halve, this would mean the BCR 

would double. It must be mentioned that making changes to the investment costs will take a lot of time and 

effort however, because a lot of research is needed to make this happen. 
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Figure 24: Relative difference to default values of the investment costs for both heat pump systems. The default values are €600/kW for the AW HP, 

€1100/kW for the GS HP and €3494+€1038*kWp for the PV system, as mentioned as mentioned in paragraph 3.2.3.1.  

4.1.3 Subsidies 

Figure 25 shows the influence of the different subsidy programs on the NPV for both heat pump systems. 

It can be seen that the subsidies contribute a lot to the profitability, especially for the GS HP+PV, because 

GS HPs are highly subsidized in Vienna. Without any heat pump subsidies and considering the current gas 

and electricity prices, the NPV of the GS HP+PV would be only one third of the NPV with subsidies. In 

case of no HP subsidies the difference between the NPV of the AW HP+PV and GS HP+PV would also 

be a lot smaller than when there are HP subsidies. Because of the high GS HP subsidy, the PV subsidy does 

not have such a big influence on the NPV for the GS HP+PV, but it still contributes. On the AW HP+PV 

the PV subsidy has even more influence than the heat pump subsidy has on this system. 
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Figure 25: The BCR for the AW HP+PV and GS HP+PV with different investment subsidy programs implemented: either the heat pump and PV 

subsidy programs, only the heat pump subsidies, only the PV subsidies or no subsidies. 

Figure 26 shows that the subsidies decrease the payback time by some years. For both systems the payback 

time is less than 17 years without subsidies, but with subsidies this becomes less than 13 years for the AW 

HP+PV and less than 11 years for the GS HP+PV. This is the main benefit of the subsidies: the payback 

time is decreased which decreases the risk. 

 
Figure 26: NPV over the lifetime for the AW HP+PV and GS HP+PV with and without subsidies. 
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Vienna, as can be concluded from Appendix A. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the GS HP subsidies would 

increase further and thus it would be more likely that the subsidies for ground source heat pumps would 

decrease in Vienna in the future.  

 
Figure 27: Relative difference to default values of the investment subsidies for both heat pump systems. The default values are €10.935 for the AW 

HP+PV and €23,075 for the GS HP+PV.   

4.1.4 PV size sensitivity 

The influence of the PV size on the BCR can be seen in Figure 28. The figure shows the percentage of the 

roof space of the building on the BCR. It can be seen that the influence of PV deceases for increasing size. 

One of the reasons for this is that the more PV electricity is generated, the more electricity will just be fed 

into the grid and less will be self-consumed, as self-consuming is more profitable than feeding electricity to 

the grid.  

 
Figure 28: BCR for different area sizes of the PV field for both heat pump systems. 
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pump systems. For higher discount rates the BCR would get very close to 1, so the economic viability 

decreases for increasing discount rates. 

 
Figure 29: BCR for different discount rates for both heat pump systems. 

4.1.6 Energy price sensitivity 

Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the dependency of the BCR on absolute increases or decreases of the energy 

prices per kWh for the AW HP+PV and GS HP+PV respectively. It can be seen that the feed-in tariff 

barely has influence on the BCR. Absolute differences of the electricity prices do not have much effect 

either, but it can be seen that the BCR increases for a decreasing electricity price. The gas price has a very 

large effect however. Only a one eurocent increase of the gas price would increase the BCR values of both 

systems with approximately 0.4.  

 
Figure 30: Influence of absolute changes to the gas price per kWh, electricity or feed-in tariff to the BCR of the AW HP+PV. The default value of the 

gas price is €0.06/kWh, for the electricity price €0.17/kWh and for the feed-in tariff €0.0767/kWh. 
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Figure 31: Influence of absolute changes to the gas price per kWh, electricity or feed-in tariff to the BCR of the GS HP+PV. The default value of the 

gas price is €0.06/kWh, for the electricity price €0.17/kWh and for the feed-in tariff €0.0767/kWh. 

Figure 32 and Figure 33 show what percentual changes to the default energy prices do. They shows broadly 

the same results as Figure 30 and Figure 31: there is barely any influence of changes in feed-in tariff to the 

BCR and changes to the gas price are still most influential. Relative changes to the electricity price show a 

bigger influence to the BCR than the absolute changes from Figure 30 and Figure 31 however, because the 

default value of the electricity price per kWh is a lot higher than the other electricity prices. A change in 

electricity price would particularly have influence on the AW HP+PV, because that system uses more 

electricity.  

 
Figure 32: Influence of relative changes to the gas price per kWh, electricity or feed-in tariff to the BCR of the GS HP+PV. The default value of the gas 

price is €0.06/kWh, for the electricity price €0.17/kWh and for the feed-in tariff €0.0767/kWh. 
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Figure 33: Influence of relative changes to the gas price per kWh, electricity or feed-in tariff to the BCR of the GS HP+PV. The default value of the gas 

price is €0.06/kWh, for the electricity price €0.17/kWh and for the feed-in tariff €0.0767/kWh. 

Another way of showing the large influence of the gas price on the profitability, can be seen in Table 7. The 

NPV, BCR and IRR are shown for both heat pump systems with subsidies and the default gas price, but 

also for a situation where there would be no subsidies, but a gas price increase of €0.01/kWh. The KPIs 

show that for the AW HP+PV the profitability would even be slightly higher in case of a higher gas price 

instead of subsidies. For the GS HP+PV this would be lower, but one of the reasons for this is that the 

subsidies are currently very high. This means that theoretically no subsidies would be necessary as long as 

the gas price would be increased by at least €0.01/kWh. 

Table 7: NPV, BCR and IRR for the AW HP+PV and GS HP+PV with subsidies and the same systems without subsidies, but with an increased 
gas price of €0.01/kWh. 

KPI AW HP+PV with 

subsidies 

AW HP+PV 

increased gas price 

GS HP+PV with 

subsidies 

GS HP+PV 

increased gas price 

NPV €21,819 €30,757  €36,530 €33,328  

BCR 1.48 1.54 1.64 1.42 

IRR 7.64% 8.23% 9.12% 7.12% 

 

4.2 Environmental results 

Additional to the economical results, a comparison between the emissions of all systems has been 

performed. Also, the costs or benefits of CO2 reductions have been calculated. 

4.2.1 CO2 emissions 

The CO2 emissions of each system can be seen in Figure 34. It can be seen that a PV system only would 

result in a slight decrease of less than 10% in terms of CO2 emissions. The differences are bigger for the 

heat pump systems. Approximately 40% is saved when only an AW HP is installed. If only a GS HP or an 

AW HP+PV are installed, the savings rise to approximately 50%, but if a GS HP+PV is installed the 

emission savings are even almost 60%.  
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If the primary energy CO2 conversion factors of the electricity grid would be equal over the year the savings 

could even be higher. However, in winter months, when more heat pump electricity is used, the CO2 

emission conversion factors of the grid are higher due to a lower availability of hydropower. The grid fuel 

composition and monthly conversion factors that are used to calculate the CO2 emissions from importing 

electricity from the grid can be found in Figure 40 in Appendix E.  

 
Figure 34: CO2 emissions of the conventional gas system, the conventional gas system with PV, the AW HP only, the GS HP only, the AW 

HP+PV and the GS HP+PV. 

4.2.2 Costs/Benefits of CO2 savings 

The results of CO2 savings and NPV can be combined. This is done in Figure 35, which shows the costs 

and benefits of CO2 reduction for the used input data. It shows that installing an AW HP only would cost 

only €0.02 per kg of CO2 that is saved. Installing a GS HP only would not cost anything but give benefits 

of €0.72 per kg of saved CO2 emissions. When PV is added to an AW HP+PV the benefits would increase 

to €1.07/kg. A PV system added to a GS HP would make most profit on reducing CO2 emissions: €1.51 

would be earned per saved kg of emissions.  

 
Figure 35: costs or benefits per saved kg of CO2 emission for the both heat pump systems without PV and both heat pump systems combined with PV.  
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5 Conclusions and recommendations 

In this final chapter the conclusions that can be drawn from the research will be discussed, as well as the 

recommendations for improvements of the model and further research. 

A first conclusion that can be drawn is that quite some improvements to the Austrian subsidy programs can 

be made. Currently it seems like there are too many differences between the subsidy programs of different 

parts of Austria and they change too quickly, as mentioned in the Introduction. Sweden could be taken as 

an example, where heat pumps have been supported for over 40 years and where subsidies have been more 

constant over time and the same over the whole country, which is in accordance with the stimulating factors 

mentioned in Table 1. The results in chapter 4 showed that subsidies boost the NPV of the combined 

systems and are inevitable for now to reduce the payback time, which could be seen in Figure 25 and Figure 

26. Additionally, it could be concluded from Figure 25 that in Vienna the ground source heat pumps are 

subsidized most highly. This is most likely because boreholes are not suitable in certain parts of the city 

anyways and because of the very high investment costs of ground source heat pumps.  

Currently a lot of heating in the building sector is still done by natural gas and in single-family houses even 

by oil, so a large potential is expected for heat pumps to replace these systems, which has been concluded 

from the data analysis from chapter 2. To be able to do this the buildings must be suitable for heat pumps.  

More and more buildings are expected to be renovated in the future, which decreases their heat demand 

and which makes them suitable for heat pumps, which followed from Appendix D.  

The companies mentioned in paragraph 1.1 in the introduction claimed that heat pump and PV systems will 

complement each other increasingly in the future. In chapter 4, the results of the analysis showed that 

combined heat pump and PV systems indeed improve each other’s NPV and that the payback time of the 

heat pump decreases.  

One issue of installing such combined heat pump and PV systems are the high investment costs. There 

must be some confirmation of profitability to make this investment attractive and less risky. The results 

showed for the used input that this risk would decrease by adding a PV system to the heat pump when 

replacing a gas heating system and this would thus make the investment in heat pumps more attractive. In 

absolute terms it could not be said that replacing a gas system by heat pump systems would always be 

profitable however, which especially the sensitivity analysis on the heat pump investment costs in paragraph 

4.1.1.1 shows.  

It has to be mentioned that there are some uncertainties in the model. If other input data would have been 

used the results could have been different. The sensitivity analysis showed this as well. For the research in 

this report the most valuable result is thus the sensitivity of the profitability factors on these input data. 

Assumptions for the PV size, building size, efficiencies, flow temperatures and especially the heat pump size 

influence the results. Therefore, more research on these assumptions could be done in the future.  

The validation, which has been described in Appendix O in detail, showed that a less precise Excel model 

can just as well give an indication of the profitability of a heat pump system, instead of a more detailed but 

more complex Polysun model. With the existence of the BMG/Excel model, quick checks could be done 

in the future to review the profitability of the replacement of a gas heating system with separate or combined 

heat pump and PV systems in multifamily houses in Vienna. AIT can convert this to an extension of the 

BMG in the future. Then it would be possible to quickly give an indication of the profitability for not only 

Vienna, but other areas in Austria as well, including their subsidy programs and weather data. Especially 

industrial buildings would be a good addition to the model. There is a large potential for heat pumps in this 

area because the penetration of heat pumps is currently still very low in this area and there is a large share 

of gas heating. For single-family houses this might yield even more. Most buildings in Austria are single-

family houses and a large part of them are still being heated with fossil fuels. The addition of commercial 

buildings to the model would complete the inclusion of the whole building sector. 
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Other aspects that have been left out and could be included for a more detailed model in the future would 

be the replacement of other heating systems. When single-family houses would be included, then the 

replacement of oil heating systems would be necessary to include. Replacing direct electric heating could be 

included as well, because the annual CO2 emissions of those systems are even higher than for gas heating 

systems, as could be seen in Table 3. When district heating would be added to the model, it can be checked 

what would be more profitable: heat pumps or district heating. Adding other heat pump systems would be 

possible too, but currently the most installed heat pump types are already included. The same counts for the 

PV technology: monocrystalline and thin film panels could be installed, but the most used polycrystalline 

panels are already included. An interesting addition to the model would be cooling. Heat pumps can also 

cool, so the costs of installing and running an air-conditioning system could be added to the costs of a 

conventional system, especially because the temperatures are rising and air-conditioning systems are being 

installed more and more [66]. 

Other subsidies like grid company subsidies could be included as well, but these are usually smaller and 

therefore less important than national or state subsidies. More important to add would be the subsidies of 

other regions in Austria, this way the profitability of heat pump and PV systems can be checked for other 

states than Vienna as well.  

One of the assumptions that has been made in this report, is that for multifamily houses the building owner 

installs the heat pump and lets the renters pay more rent, according to the decreased energy costs for the 

renters due to this investment in heat pump and PV systems. In reality the cash flows will most likely be 

more difficult because of certain rules and laws, so future research could be to look at how to make the 

installation of heat pumps and PV profitable for everyone in the building and make sure that the bureaucracy 

and stakeholder conflicts do not limit the installment of these systems. 

The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the sensitivity analysis, is that the quickest way to 

make combined heat pump and PV systems more profitable, would be increasing the gas price. The BCR is 

most sensitive to the gas price. So, if these prices would be increased slightly, this would mean a lot for the 

potential of selling combined heat pump and PV systems. Theoretically it could even mean that the subsidies 

are not necessary anymore. Subsidies are very complex in Austria anyways and they are unlikely to increase 

for GS HPs because these are very high already in Vienna. This gas price increase could therefore be a good 

alternative for the complex Austrian subsidies. The profitability boost would even be bigger if the gas price 

increase would be combined with a decrease in electricity price. A change in PV feed-in tariffs would not 

influence the profitability so much. Other results showed that an increase in PV size leads to an increasing 

BCR and that investment costs have a large influence as well, but it would take more time and effort to 

change investment costs than changing the gas price. The large investment cost dependency means that the 

absolute results are very prone to the assumptions made for this however, as shown in paragraph 4.1.1.1. A 

more in-depth research in current investment costs could therefore be performed in the future to make the 

model more accurate. 

Changing to combined heat pump and PV systems could mean a 45%-60% reduction in CO2 emissions, 

which would contribute significantly to the set climate goals if it is done on a large scale. Looking at the 

costs per reduced CO2 emissions, one could say that for the currently used input data reducing CO2 

emissions would cause economic benefits per reduced kg of CO2, as expressed in Figure 35. Especially 

combining heat pump and PV systems would increase these benefits significantly compared to installing 

heat pumps only, which means that money would be earned for reducing CO2 when installing a combined 

heat pump and PV system. 
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Appendix A Heat pump subsidies 

This appendix shows the subsidy programs that are available for heat pumps in Austria. There is a national 

subsidy, but also every state has a regional program of heat pump subsidies. The national and regional 

subsidies can sometimes be granted in parallel, but usually not [67] [68]. On top of the governmental 

subsidies some electricity suppliers and installers have small subsidies as well, but they are not included here 

[69]. The different national and regional subsidies in Austria can be found in Table 8. 

Table 8: Residential heat pump subsidies in different regions in Austria. [70] 

District Subsidy target  Subsidy description 

National Renovation 30% of the eligible costs for the replacement of an oil 

heating system, maximally €5000. [71] 

Burgenland Renovation/newly 

built 

30% of the eligible costs, minimally €1400 and maximally 

€2200, for SH HP. [72] 

Linz city Renovation/newly 

built 

Subsidies are rewarded by: €1300 + (𝐶𝑂𝑃 − 3.8) ∗ €75 
With a minimum COP of 3.8 and a maximum subsidy of 

€2050 for HP without DHW heating and €1675 for heat 

pumps with DHW heating. [73] 

Salzburg Renovation/newly 

built 

€3000, limited on maximally 30% of the eligible investment 

costs. [67] 

Styria Renovation/newly 

built 

Maximally 25% of the investment costs. Change of boiler 

base subsidy: €900 for air HP, €2400 for ground source 

surface HP, €3300 for deep ground source HP, €3900 for 

groundwater HP. Additional subsidies can be received when 

certain heating systems are replaced. [74] 

Carinthia Renovation 35% of the renovation costs.  

Maximally €3000 for the replacement of an old heating 

system. Maximally €6000 for systems if a fossil fuel heating 

system is replaced. [75] 

Vorarlberg Renovation/newly 

built 

Ground source and water/water heat pumps get a base 

subsidy of €1500 (maximally 25% of costs). The subsidy can 

raise for buildings with lower heating demands to €2000 with 

a maximum 30% of the costs or even further to €3500 with a 

maximum of 35% of the costs. These raised subsidies are 

also available for air heat pumps from ventilation air. [76] 

Lower Austria Newly built Points can be earned as part of the residential own house 

subsidy. Each point is €300 with a maximum of €6000. [77] 

Renovation Fossil fuel heating system replacement: 20% of the 

investment costs with maximally €3000. 

Inefficient bio-fuel heating replacement: 20% of the 

investment costs with maximally €1000. [77] 

Upper Austria Renovation Air/water heat pumps: 

- €100/kW nominal heat output (maximally €1700) 

Ground source heat pumps: 

- €100/kW nominal heat output (maximally €1700) 
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- When  𝜂𝑠 (55°C) ≥ 170% and 𝜂𝑠 (35°C) ≥ 150%: 

€170/kW nominal heat output (maximally €2800). 

An additional subsidy can be received of 100% (maximum 

€1000) for the simultaneous disposal of a tank for fossil 

fuels. [78] 

Vienna Renovation/newly 

built 

Air/water heat pumps:  

- <  15𝑘𝑊: €2500 

- > 15𝑘𝑊: €2500 + (�̇�@𝐴2/𝑊35 − 15) ∗ 60 

If the seasonal space heating efficiency is: 𝜂𝑠 (55°C) ≥ 130% 

and 𝜂𝑠(35°C) ≥ 170%, then an additional €1500 is 

subsidized. 

Borehole ground source heat pumps:  

- <  15𝑘𝑊: €7500 

- >  15𝑘𝑊: €7500 + (�̇�@𝐵0/𝑊35  − 15) ∗ 600 

If the seasonal space heating efficiency is: 𝜂𝑠 (55°C) ≥ 135% 

and 𝜂𝑠 (35°C) ≥ 195%, then an additional €1500 is 

subsidized.  

Water/water heat pumps:  

- <  15𝑘𝑊: €6000 

- > 15𝑘𝑊: €6000 + (�̇�@𝑊10/𝑊35   − 15) ∗ 180 

If the seasonal space heating efficiency is: 𝜂𝑠 (55°C) ≥ 165% 

and 𝜂𝑠(35°C) ≥ 235%, then an additional €1500 is 

subsidized. 

Shallow ground source heat pumps:  

- <  15𝑘𝑊: €4500 

- >  15𝑘𝑊: €4500 + (�̇�@𝐵0/𝑊35  − 15) ∗ 80 

If the seasonal space heating efficiency is: 𝜂𝑠 (55°C) ≥ 135% 

and 𝜂𝑠 (35°C) ≥ 195%, then an additional €1500 is 

subsidized.  

Maximally 30% of the eligible costs are subsidized. [79] 

Tyrol Renovation/newly 

built 

Ground source heat pumps: €3000.  

Air/water heat pumps: €700. [80] 
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Appendix B PV subsidies 

This appendix shows the subsidies available for PV systems in Austria. There is a national subsidy for PV 

systems, but also some regional subsidies exist for residential buildings in three states. These are Salzburg, 

Carinthia and Vienna. The subsidies are listed in Table 9. Other subsidies than subsidies for residential 

buildings, like PV subsidies for industries for example, are left out of the table. 

Table 9: PV subsidies in different districts in Austria. [56] 

District Subsidy target  Subsidy description 

National Installations 

 > 5 kWp, < 200 kWp 

Feed in tariff of 7.67 eurocent/kWh. Investment subsidy of 

30% of the construction costs, maximum of €250/kWp. 

Small installations < 5 kWp - €250/kWp freestanding systems (maximal 35% of the 

investment costs) 

- €350/kWp for building integrated systems (maximal 

35% of the investment costs) 

Community systems (2 or 

more households) 

- €200/kWp for freestanding systems per application 

(maximal 35% of the investment costs) 

- €300/kWp for building integrated systems per 

application (maximal 35% of the investment costs) 

Salzburg 1-15 kWp systems Subsidy of €600/kWp with a recommended self-sufficiency 

of 80%. Maximally 0.3 kWp per 1000 kWh electricity 

consumption is subsidized.  

2 axis freestanding systems Subsidy of €900/kWp, maximally 2 kWp (€1800) 

Carinthia Own house and first 

purchase 

Construction costs are subsidized, these increase with PV 

systems. The total construction costs increase by €2400 per 

installed kilowatt peak, up to a maximum of €12 000 for 5 

kWp per residential unit. 

Renovation - When a PV installation is installed for the first time, the 

height of the eligible costs for subsidy are €4000 per 

KWp installed, with a maximum of €20000 (5 kWp for 

each household). 

- In multifamily houses the eligible costs for subsidy are 

3000 euros per kWp, with a maximum of €6000 (2 kWp 

per household).  

Apartment buildings Construction costs are subsidized, these increase with PV 

systems. Total construction costs are maximal €3000 per 

installed kWp and maximal 2 kWp per household. 

Vienna Renovation/newly built 100 kWp subsidized with €250/kWp, more kWp with 

€200/kWp until 500 kWp. Maximally 30% of the expenses 

is subsidized.  
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Appendix C Heat pump types 

This appendix shows a brief description of the heat pump technologies mentioned in Figure 3 in paragraph 

2.1. 

- Air/air 

The air/air heat pump is a heat pump type that gets its heat from the outside air. The heat is won 

in an outside part, transferred to the refrigerant and then transferred further to the inside air. No 

radiators are used, but only roof and wall units. These heat pumps can be used to cool a building 

as well. [81] 

- Air/water 

In air/water heat pumps heat is taken from outside air or ventilation air and then transferred to the 

refrigerant. Inside the heat will then be delivered to the heat distribution system inside the building 

(the radiators or floor heating) and/or to the DHW. [81] 

- Ground source 

The ground source heat pump has a piping system in the ground and uses the ground as a heat 

source. This piping system can be placed horizontally in the shallow ground, but usually a deep 

vertical borehole is applied. This type is a closed loop, through which a fluid with antifreeze 

(glycol/brine) or demineralized tap water flows, which wins heat from the ground. The building 

and tap water are then being heated by the refrigerant which gets its heat from the circulation fluid. 

This is mostly applied to new buildings or buildings that have a garden. This system generally has a 

very good performance, but demands a lot more labor and space, and thus involves higher costs. 

[81] 

- Water/water 

This heat pump type gets its energy from ground water, so a large part of the installation is located 

underground. Two wells are being constructed through which ground water is being pumped up. 

From this water the heat is extracted and the ground water that is cooled down is pumped back 

into the ground into the other well, so it is an open loop. [81] 

- Direct expansion 

This system has the same layout as the ground source heat pump. The difference is the technology. 

In a direct expansion heat pump, there is no heat exchange between the refrigerant and the brine-

loop. The working fluid circulates through the collectors itself and is directly evaporated in the heat 

pump instead. [82] 
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Appendix D Building renovation 

Figure 36 shows data about the renovation of the buildings stock in Austria until 2050. Figure 37 shows the 

average energy consumption in 2050 for renovated and non-renovated single and two-family houses, built 

in different periods. Figure 38 shows the same as Figure 37, but for households in multifamily houses. It 

can be seen that almost all buildings built between 1945 and 1980 are expected to be renovated by 2050. 

The majority of the buildings built before 1945 and between 1981 and 2001 are expected to be renovated 

by 2050 as well. Some buildings will be demolished, which turns out from the slight decrease in overall 

building stock of the older buildings.  

 
Figure 36: Development of building renovation in Austria until 2050 by building period and building type. Abbreviations: NRB: non-residential 

buildings; RB: residential buildings. [15]  
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Figure 37: Distribution of the average energy consumption of the Austrian single- and two-family house stock for SH and DHW in the years 2010 and 

2050. [15] 

 
Figure 38: Distribution of the average energy consumption of the Austrian multifamily house stock for SH and DHW in the years 2010 and 2050. 

[15] 
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Appendix E Austrian grid 

In this appendix the Electricity generation mix for Austria in 2015 is shown in Figure 39. It can be seen that 

hydropower is available mostly in summer, but in winter, when most heating energy is needed, a large 

fraction of the electricity is generated by fossil fuels. In Figure 40 the monthly emission factors can be seen 

for electricity that is taken from the grid. The red and yellow line show yearly average values based on 

different references.  

 
Figure 39: Electricity generation by different fuels per month in Austria in 2015. [16] 

 
Figure 40: CO2 equivalent emission factors for different months and yearly averages. [49] 
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Appendix F Austrian district heating 

The fuel mix of district heating in Austria is presented in this Appendix. Figure 41 shows that in 2016 about 

half of the district heat was generated by biofuels.  

 
Figure 41: District heating fuels in Austria from 2005 to 2016 in PJ on the left scale and TWh on the right scale. [83] 
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Appendix G Building SH energy consumption 

Energy consumption in 2017 for SH and air-conditioning in all buildings (industry, residential and 

commercial). Heat pump energy that is dispatched as heating energy is included in the ambient and solar 

heat share in the diagram. The electrical energy used by the heat pumps is included in the electrical energy 

fraction. 

 
Figure 42: Share of fuels used for SH and air-conditioning in residential, industrial and commercial buildings in Austria in 2017. [20] 
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Appendix H SH demand 

Figure 43 shows the SH demand from heat losses through the building envelope and through ventilation as 

obtained from Polysun for different ambient temperatures. This function is used to size the heat pumps. 

 
Figure 43: Building heat demand graph, with in blue the scatter values for each hour of the year, and in orange the trend line of these values. 
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Appendix I COP heat pumps 

The COP is dependent on the source temperature and the flow temperatures of the heat pump. Figure 44 

shows this dependency for the AW HP on the air source temperature which has been used in the models. 

Figure 45 shows the same, but for the GS HP on the ground temperature.  

 
Figure 44: COP of the AW HP as a function of the air temperature for different flow temperatures. 

 
Figure 45: COP of the GS HP as a function of the ground temperature for different flow temperatures. 
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Appendix J Ground source temperatures 

Figure 46 shows the monthly values for the ground source temperature in Vienna as in the BMG/Excel 

model. The data has been obtained from the Polysun model. 

 
Figure 46: Monthly ground source temperature Vienna as used in the BMG/Excel model. 
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Appendix K Solar angles 

In this appendix the calculation of the solar angles is elaborated from bottom up. A graphical representation 

of the solar angles that will be mentioned in this appendix can be found in Figure 47. Figure 48 shows the 

angles that are applicable to the panel.  

 
Figure 47: Solar angles: solar zenith angle (𝜃𝑧), solar Azimuth angle (𝛾𝑠) and solar elevation angle (𝜃𝑠). The solar elevation angle does not return in 

any of the equations below. [48] 

  
Figure 48: Solar panel angles: surface incidence angle (𝜃), tilt angle (𝛽) and surface Azimuth angle (𝛾𝑐). [48] 

The angle that is necessary for equation (6) in paragraph 3.2.2.2.5 is the surface incidence angle, which is 

calculated at every hour. The surface incidence angle is calculated by (14) and can be found in Figure 48 

[48]. 

 𝜃 = arccos(cos 𝛽𝑐 cos 𝜃𝑧 + sin 𝛽𝑐 sin 𝜃𝑧 cos(𝛾𝑠 − 𝛾𝑐)) (14) 

Here 𝛽𝑐 is the surface tilt angle, which is fixed on 42° as that is the optimal angle for Vienna [37]. This angle 

is shown in Figure 48. 𝜃𝑧 is the solar Zenith angle, 𝛾𝑠 the solar Azimuth angle and 𝛾𝑐 the surface Azimuth 

angle. The surface Azimuth angle is fixed on 0° because the panel is always faced south and is depicted in 

Figure 48. The solar Azimuth angle can be found in Figure 47 and is calculated with: 
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𝛾𝑠 = sgn(𝜔) |arccos (

cos 𝜃𝑧 sin 𝜑 − sin 𝛿

sin 𝜃𝑧 cos 𝜑
)| 

(15) 

Here 𝜔 is the hour angle and 𝜑 is the latitude, which is 48.21° for Vienna. 𝛿 is the declination angle. 

Equation (16) yields for the solar zenith angle and the angle is depicted in Figure 47. 

 𝜃𝑧 = arccos(cos 𝜑 cos 𝛿 cos 𝜔 + sin 𝜑 sin 𝛿) (16) 

The declination angle that appears in both equation (15) and (16) is calculated by equation (17): 

 
𝛿 = arcsin(0.39785 cos (2𝜋

𝑛 − 173

365
) 

(17) 

𝑛 is the Gregorian calendar day in this equation. This leaves only one more angle, the hour angle, which can 

be calculated by (18): 

 
𝜔 =

𝜋

12
(𝑡𝑠 − 12) 

(18) 

Here 𝑡𝑠 is the solar time, which is a conversion of the actual clock time and is described by (19): 

 
𝑡𝑠 = 𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑘 +

𝜓𝑠𝑡𝑑 − 𝜓𝑙𝑜𝑐

15°
+

Δ𝑡𝐸𝑂𝑇

60
 

(19) 

In equation (19), 𝑡𝑐𝑙𝑘 is the actual clock time. 𝜓𝑠𝑡𝑑 is the time zone meridian, which is -15° for Austria. 

𝜓𝑙𝑜𝑐 is the local longitude for Vienna, which is -16.37°. Δ𝑡𝐸𝑂𝑇 is the equation of time, which is represented 

by (20): 

 
Δ𝑡𝐸𝑂𝑇 = 𝐴 cos (2𝜋

𝑛 − 1

365
) + 𝐵 sin (2𝜋

𝑛 − 1

365
) + 𝐶 cos (4𝜋

𝑛 − 1

365
) + 𝐷 sin (4𝜋

𝑛 − 1

365
) 

(20) 

The values of the coefficients 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 and 𝐷 can be found in Table 10. 

Table 10: Coefficients of the EOT in equation (20).  

𝑨 𝟎. 𝟐𝟓𝟖 

𝑩 −7.416 

𝑪 −3.648 

𝑫 −9.228 
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Appendix L PV investment costs 

In Figure 49 the correlation between the installed power of PV systems and their investment cost is shown. 

It was part of a research of the TU Wien [58]. 

 

Figure 49: Correlation between investment costs PV system and installed power. [58] 
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Appendix M KPI definition 

Some of the KPIs that have been used for the validation in the tables in Appendix N and Appendix O need 

an additional explanation of how they are defined. That explanation is given in this appendix for the seasonal 

performance factor, PV self-consumption fraction, PV solar fraction and the heat delivered to the system. 

The seasonal performance factor (SPF) is defined as (21): 

 
𝑆𝑃𝐹 =

𝑄𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡

𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡
 

(21) 

Here 𝑄𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 is the total heat delivered to the heating system by the heat generators in the considered time 

period in kWh and 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 is the electrical energy the system uses in kWh. The system is defined as the heat 

pump and additional pumps before the storage tank in Polysun, so it does not consider the pump that 

circulates the water to the building heating elements. 

The self-consumption fraction is the self-consumed PV-energy in kWh. The self-consumption fraction is 

defined as (22): 

 
𝑆𝐶𝐹 =

𝐸𝑆𝐶

𝐸𝑃𝑉
∗ 100% 

(22) 

Here the 𝑆𝐶𝐹 is the self-consumption fraction, 𝐸𝑆𝐶  is the self-consumed PV-electricity in kWh and 𝐸𝑃𝑉 is 

the total AC electricity the solar panels produce in kWh.  

The solar fraction is defined as (23): 

 
𝑆𝐹 =

𝐸𝑆𝐶

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡
∗ 100% 

(23) 

Here the 𝑆𝐹 is the self-consumption fraction and 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total electricity consumption in kWh. One last 

KPI that needs explanation is the thermal energy delivered to the system. In model P this is defined as the 

total thermal energy or heat that is delivered to the storage tank by all applications in the system, so also 

normal pumps for example. Heat losses in the pipes are not counted in here. In model EP and model 

EBMG this is defined as the total thermal heat that the heat pumps have to deliverer, so including the 1% 

of thermal losses that are accounted for on top of the SH and DHW demand.  
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Appendix N Polysun model comparison 

In this appendix different KPIs are compared among the Polysun systems. An explanation some of these 

KPIs is given in Appendix M. These KPIs are the PV self-consumption fraction, PV solar fraction, SPF 

and thermal energy delivered to the system. In Table 11 the annual values are summarized, in Table 12 the 

results for the month January are shown to give an indication of a typical winter month and Table 13 

shows the results for the month July to show typical summer month results. 

Table 11: Annual results of Polysun systems of AW HP+PV, GS HP+PV and conventional gas system. 

KPI Unit AW HP+PV GS HP+PV Conventional 

gas system 

PV electricity generation  kWh 25,203 25,203 - 

PV self-consumption  kWh 14,143 14,983 - 

PV self-consumption fraction 

(SCF) 

% 56.1 59.5 - 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 17.6 19.8 - 

Electricity to grid  kWh 11,060 10,219 - 

Electricity from grid  kWh 66,163 60,836 34,039 

Thermal system electricity/gas 

consumption  

kWh 46,305 41,819 146,807 

Seasonal performance factor (SPF) - 2.89 3.17 - 

Total SH demand  kWh 91,343 89,985 90,399 

Specific SH demand  kWh/m² 65.2 64.3 64,6 

Thermal energy delivered to the 

system 

kWh 133,909 132,705 142,826 

Total electricity consumption  kWh 80,305 75,819 34,039 

System thermal losses  kWh 2008 2024 4,315 

Storage tank losses  kWh 962 930 901 
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Table 12: Results for January of Polysun systems of AW HP+PV, GS HP+PV and conventional gas system. 

KPI Unit AW HP+PV GS HP+PV Conventional 

gas system 

PV electricity generation  kWh 1,048 1,048 - 

PV self-consumption  kWh 906 963 - 

PV self-consumption fraction 

(SCF) 

% 86.50% 91.90% - 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 7% 8.10% - 

Electricity to grid  kWh 142 85.3 - 

Electricity from grid  kWh 11,060 10,216 3,491 

Thermal system electricity/gas 

consumption  

kWh 9,396 7,686 26,389 

Seasonal performance factor (SPF) - 2.72 3.22 - 

Average temperature in top layer 

storage tank  

°C 67.5 67.5 76.3 

Average temperature in bottom 

layer storage tank  

°C 34.9 33.6 9.3 

Average temperature in SH inlet 

layer (layer 8) 

°C 50.5 46.6 - 

 

Table 13: Results for July of Polysun systems of AW HP+PV, GS HP+PV and conventional gas system. 

KPI Unit AW HP+PV GS HP+PV Conventional 

gas system 

PV electricity generation  kWh 2936 2,936 - 

PV self-consumption  kWh 1,344 1,400 - 

PV self-consumption fraction 

(SCF) 

% 44.80% 46.60% - 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 40.50% 41.30% - 

Electricity to grid  kWh 1,659 1,603 - 

Electricity from grid  kWh 1,975 1,999 2,377 

Thermal system electricity/gas 

consumption  

kWh 942 1,017 4,268 

Seasonal performance factor (SPF) - 3.52 3.19 - 

Average temperature in top layer 

storage tank  

°C 67.9°C 67.8°C 76.6°C 

Average temperature in bottom 

layer storage tank  

°C 14.9°C 14.9°C 14.9°C 

Average temperature in SH inlet 

layer (layer 8) 

°C 41.7°C 41.6°C - 
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Looking at the GS HP+PV in comparison to the AW HP+PV, the GS HP+PV uses less electricity than 

the AW HP+PV. The AW HP+PV uses almost 15% more electricity than the GS HP+PV. Looking at only 

a winter month (January) the AW HP+PV uses approximately 25% more electricity, but in summer (July) 

the AW HP+PV actually uses less electricity, because it is more efficient for higher outdoor temperatures. 

As expected, the seasonal performance factor for one year of the GS HP is therefore higher than the SPF 

of the AW HP, especially in winter. In summer the SPF of the AW HP is higher than the SPF of the GS 

HP because of the high outside temperatures. 

On a yearly basis the GS HP+PV has a higher self-sufficiency than the AW HP+PV. This is especially the 

case in the winter months when there is a lot of SH demand. This sounds contradictive because the AW 

HP+PV uses more electricity over the year and in the winter, but the cause for this is shown in Figure 50, 

where three representable days in January are shown to explain this. The thermal heat the AW HP can 

deliver to the system is higher than the thermal heat the GS HP can deliver. In Figure 50 it can be seen that 

the daily thermal energy delivered to the system is approximately equal for each day, but the hourly thermal 

energy delivered to the system is higher for the AW HP+PV. Due to that the AW HP manages to bring the 

tank to the desired temperature within a shorter time. The GS HP needs one hour more to heat the tank to 

the desired temperature: this hour is the time between 13:00 and 14:00. This is one of the hours of the day 

that a lot of PV electricity is available which the heat pump can use. This leads to a higher self-consumption 

between 13:00 and 14:00 and a higher daily self-consumption.   

 
Figure 50: heat map for self-consumption differences 

Going back to Table 11, it can be seen that the conventional gas system uses approximately three times as 

much energy in the shape of gas than the energy the heat pumps use in the shape of electricity. The electricity 

from the grid that is being consumed by the gas system is only used to cover the electricity demand of the 

electrical appliances and the pump that distributes the water to the convectors. 

Hour Jan-10 Jan-11 Jan-12 Jan-10 Jan-11 Jan-12 Jan-10 Jan-11 Jan-12 Jan-10 Jan-11 Jan-12

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5206 0 2880 0 7527

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 10240 0 0 0 11310 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 64781 62555 55935 55560 58093 55060

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 65632 65365 59469 59292 56835 58521

8 13.6 85 107 13.6 85 107 67760 67057 61097 57072 57018 56380

9 95.6 218 754 95.6 218 754 66874 66321 61661 54782 55725 54064

10 192 913 2870 192 913 2870 64621 68521 67327 55560 54992 54976

11 1259 4482 5903 1259 4482 5903 65558 69869 69687 54958 52803 54360

12 8966 4512 8824 9102 4512 8824 34063 50214 71204 54554 54478 53991

13 7401 5542 6836 10779 5659 11303 0 0 13424 25740 32357 37497

14 5822 3826 4939 5822 3826 4939 0 0 0 0 8112 0

15 4987 256 4488 4987 256 4488 0 12434 0 0 18469 0

16 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 0 0.2 0 28136 0 0 24130 0

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 25609 34303 15742 26839 36729 31488

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 32081 30102 41346 38836 30266 38482

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 38373 36614 14437 32363 45295 35281

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 29565 31660 53561 36201 32210 37576

21 0 0 0 0 0 0 29067 30153 28571 31431 28548 35086

22 0 0 0 0 0 0 28598 30967 40879 30058 33735 34224

23 0 0 0 0 0 0 32376 34275 31090 29967 33631 42692

Total 28736 19834 34721 32250 19951 39188 655198 723752 685430 646093 724736 687205

AW HP+PV: self-

consumption [kWh]

GS HP+PV: Thermal energy 

to system [kWh]

GS HP+PV: self-

consumption [kWh]

AW HP+PV: Thermal 

energy to system [kWh]
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The same building is modelled for all three systems, but still there are small differences for the SH demand. 

This is because the demand also slightly increases if the heating system (boiler or heat pump) is overdesigned. 

So due to a more variable performance of the AW HP because of the bigger differences in source 

temperatures, the AW HP is overdesigned for more hours in year, which leads to a higher SH demand. 

Finally, it can be seen that for the two heat pump systems, the heat delivered to the system, the losses and 

the temperatures in the tank are comparable. This is because the controls and demand are the same. The 

controls, losses and system layout of the conventional gas system are different, so therefore the heat 

delivered to the system and some of the tank temperatures are higher.  
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Appendix O Validation  

This appendix describes the validation process, which has been shortly mentioned in paragraph 3.3, in more 

detail. The results from the models are presented in tables and compared to each other. The KPIs of PV 

self-consumption, PV solar fraction, SPF and thermal energy delivered to the system, which are mentioned 

in this appendix, are explained in Appendix M. 

Model P has been used as a base for the validation to which the other two models have mostly been 

compared. In the tables in this appendix the absolute values for the different KPIs for the three models are 

shown, as well as the relative difference of the value of model EP and the value of model EBMG to the 

value of model P. The values in the tables are rounded-off values, this sometimes causes little differences 

between relative values, when the absolute values are actually the same in the table. The values have been 

compared for annual data as well as for the winter month January and the summer month July. 

O.1 AW HP+PV validation 

First of all, it can be seen in Table 14 that model EP has 2.3% less PV electricity generation than model P. 

This small difference is mainly because Polysun can calculate the panel efficiency way more precise. In 

model EP some losses and efficiencies have been assumed constant. On top of that no value is assumed for 

any possible shading losses in model P. The self-consumption of the PV system is higher. This is caused by 

a difference in controls. In model EP the heat pump simply works whenever there is a heat demand, but in 

model P it is controlled by the temperatures in the storage tank. This causes the heat pump to work a lot in 

the morning, exactly when there is no sun. The heat pump is finished heating just after noon in model P, 

exactly when the radiation is at its maximum. For the Polysun model this has been explained in Appendix 

N as well and it can be seen in Figure 50. This causes that in model P the system profits less from the PV 

generated electricity. The difference in self-consumption also leads to the differences in the self-

consumption fraction, solar fraction, the electricity exported to the grid and the electricity imported from 

the grid. 

The annual thermal system electricity consumption is almost equal for model EP and model P. When 

looking at the thermal system electricity values for July in Table 16, the differences between the models are 

very small as well, which means that the approximation method for calculating the energy use for the DHW 

demand is very accurate for the AW HP. In Table 15 it can be seen that also for the winter these values are 

almost equal, which means that also the assumption of interpolating the SH flow temperatures between 

40°C and 55°C degrees seems to be a reliable assumption. Therefore, the SPF is almost equal as well. There 

is a small decrease however, partly because the heat that is being delivered to the system is slightly lower for 

model EP than for model P, this is because different assumptions are made for the thermal losses of the 

system. 

For model EBMG, the same differences to model P yield as described for model EP, but there are some 

additional differences, caused by the different weather and demand data. The annual radiation from 

EnergyPlus that is used for model EBMG has lower radiation values than the weather data from Polysun, 

so this results in a smaller PV self-consumption. The PV self-consumption is still higher however, because 

the heat pump works more when the solar energy is available, which is the same as for model EP. This leads 

to an increase in SCF and SF as well. The total thermal energy that is being delivered to the system is about 

10.2% lower for model EBMG than for model P. This leads to a lower thermal system electricity 

consumption and less electricity being imported from the grid. There is also a small difference between the 

thermal energy that is delivered to the system for model P and model EP. This is because there is a difference 

between the definition of the KPI for both models, as described in Appendix M. The SPF is lower as well, 

because the relative decrease in thermal energy being delivered to the system is bigger than the decrease of 

the thermal system electricity consumption. 
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Table 14: Yearly energy results for the AW HP+PV for the Polysun model (model P), the BMG/Excel model with the input from Polysun (model 
EP) and the BMG/Excel model with the BMG input (model EBMG). The relative differences are with respect to the Polysun results. 

KPI Unit Model P 

Model EP Model EBMG 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

PV electricity generation kWh 25,203 24,624 -2.3% 22,837 -9.4% 

PV self-consumption kWh 14,143 17,064 +20.7% 16,087 +13.7% 

PV self-consumption 

fraction (SCF) 

% 56.1 69.3 +23.5% 70.4 +25.6% 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 17.6 21.2 +20.3% 20.8 +18.1% 

Electricity to grid kWh 11,060 7,560 -31.6% 6,750 -39.0% 

Electricity from grid kWh 66,163 63,516 -4.0% 61,328 -7.3% 

Thermal system electricity 

consumption 

kWh 46,305 46,580 +0.6% 43,415 -6.2% 

Seasonal Performance 

Factor (SPF) 

- 2.89 2.85 -1.3% 2.77 -4.2% 

Thermal energy delivered 

to the system 

kWh 133,909 132,830 -0.8% 120,222 -10.2% 

Specific SH demand kWh/m² 65.2 65.2 - 56.4 -13.4% 
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Table 15: Energy results for January of the AW HP+PV for the Polysun model (model P), the BMG/Excel model with the input from Polysun 
(model EP) and the BMG/Excel model with the BMG input (model EBMG). The relative differences are with respect to the Polysun results. 

KPI Unit Model P 

Model EP Model EBMG 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

PV electricity 

generation  

kWh 1,048 987 -5.8% 702 -33.0% 

PV self-consumption  kWh 906 924 +2.0% 702 -22.5% 

PV self-consumption 

fraction (SCF) 

% 86.5 93.6 +8.3% 100.0 +15.6% 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 7.0 7.1 +2.1% 5.6 -20.3% 

Electricity to grid  kWh 142 63 -55.8% 0 -100.0% 

Electricity from grid  kWh 11,060 12,007 +8.6% 11,890 +7.5% 

Thermal system 

electricity 

consumption  

kWh 9,396 9,449 +0.6% 9,111 -3.0% 

Seasonal Performance 

Factor (SPF) 

- 2.72 2.64 -3.1% 2.58 -5.1% 

 

Table 16: Energy results for July of the AW HP+PV for the Polysun model (model P), the BMG/Excel model with the input from Polysun (model 
EP) and the BMG/Excel model with the BMG input (model EBMG). The relative differences are with respect to the Polysun results. 

KPI Unit Model P 

Model EP Model EBMG 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

PV electricity 

generation  

kWh 2,936 2,967 +1.0% 3,032 +3.3% 

PV self-consumption  kWh 1,344 1,685 +25.4% 1,789 +33.1% 

PV self-consumption 

fraction (SCF) 

% 44.8 56.8 +26.8% 59.0 +31.7% 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 40.5 50.6 +25.0% 53.6 +32.3% 

Electricity to grid  kWh 1,659 1,281 -22.8% 1,243 -25.1% 

Electricity from grid  kWh 1,975 1,643 -16.8% 1,550 -21.5% 

Thermal system 

electricity 

consumption  

kWh 942 952 +1.1% 963 +2.2% 

Seasonal Performance 

Factor (SPF) 

- 3.52 3.38 -3.9% 3.33 -5.5% 

 

Looking at the economic results shown in Table 17, the NPV becomes higher for model EP, but lower for 

model EBMG. For model EP the higher NPV is simply caused by the smaller amount of electricity that is 

taken from the grid. For model EBMG the electricity that is imported from the grid is lower as well, but 
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because the building heat demand is lower, the gas consumption of the conventional system is also lower. 

This causes that less gas consumption is saved, which leads to a lower NPV, BCR and IRR.  

The CO2 emissions are dependent on the emission factors of the grid for each month. The annual electricity 

that is taken from the grid is smaller for model EP and EBMG than for model P, so this leads to smaller 

CO2 emissions for model EP an EBMG.  

Table 17: Economic results for the AW HP+PV for the Polysun model (model P), the BMG/Excel model with the input from Polysun (model EP) 
and the BMG/Excel model with the BMG input (model EBMG).  

KPI Model P Model EP Model EBMG 

NPV €27,639 €29,547  €21,819  

BCR 1.59 1.63 1.48 

IRR 8.68% 9.03% 7.64% 

CO2 emissions 22,309 kg 21,990 kg  21,211 kg    

O.2 GS HP+PV validation 

Looking at Table 18, the results for the PV electricity generation are the same as for the AW HP+PV. The 

self-consumption shows the same trends as for the AW HP+PV as well: for model EP it is bigger than 

model P because of the difference in heat pump run-time hours. For model EBMG the self-consumption 

is higher than for model P as well, but smaller than for model EP because of the smaller PV electricity 

generation. For both model EBMG and model EP, the self-consumption fraction thus increases in 

comparison to model P. 

The thermal system uses less electricity in model EP compared to model P, which stands in contrast to the 

model of the AW HP+PV, where this was almost equal. The data for July and January both show this 

difference as well, which can be seen in Table 19 and Table 20 respectively. Especially from this difference 

for July, when there is no SH but only DHW heating, it can be concluded that this might have something 

to do with the approximation of the flow temperature for the DHW heating of 60°C in model EP. There 

seems to be a bigger difference to Polysun for this heat pump for this assumption. This is probably because 

the power fluctuations over time of the heat pumps have influence on the flow temperatures in Polysun, 

whereas in the BMG/Excel model the DHW flow temperatures are kept constant. In model EBMG the 

thermal system electricity consumption decreases further because of the lower heat demand.  

The electricity that is taken from the grid decreases for model EP, due to both the decrease in electricity 

usage of the thermal system and the PV self-consumption increase. For model EBMG this difference is 

even stronger.  

The SPF increases for model EP in comparison to model P because of the lower electricity consumption 

of the thermal system. For model EBMG this increase is even bigger, because of the lower electricity 

demand of the heat pump system. The lower electricity demand in model EBMG has less influence on the 

SPF than the electricity demand decrease has on the SPF value of model EP however. This is because the 

total thermal energy that is being delivered to the system decreases for model EBMG compared to the other 

models. Similar as to the model of the AW HP+PV, the thermal energy that is being delivered to the system 

is slightly different between model P and model EP, due to different definitions and assumptions for this 

KPI for the two models.  
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Table 18: Yearly energy results for the GS HP+PV for the Polysun model (model P), the BMG/Excel model with the input from Polysun (model 
EP) and the BMG/Excel model with the BMG input (model EBMG). The relative differences are with respect to the Polysun results. 

KPI Unit Model P 

Model EP Model EBMG 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

PV electricity generation kWh 25,203 24,624 -2.3% 22,837 -9.4% 

PV self-consumption kWh 14,983 17,052 +13.8% 15,871 +5.9% 

PV self-consumption 

fraction (SCF) 

% 59.5 69.2 +16.4% 69.5 +16.8% 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 19.8 23.2 +17.1% 23.6 +19.2% 

Electricity to grid kWh 10,219 7,572 -25.9% 6,965 -31.8% 

Electricity from grid kWh 60,836 56,476 -7.2% 51,388 -15.5% 

Thermal system electricity 

consumption 

kWh 41,819 39,528 -5.5% 33,259 -20.5% 

Seasonal Performance 

Factor (SPF) 

- 3.17 3.33 +4.9% 3.61 +14.0% 

Thermal energy delivered 

to the system 

kWh 132,705 131,457 -0.9% 120,222 -9.4% 

Specific SH demand kWh/m² 64.3 64.3 - 56.4 -12.2% 

 

Table 19: Energy results for January of the GS HP+PV for the Polysun model (model P), the BMG/Excel model with the input from Polysun (model 
EP) and the BMG/Excel model with the BMG input (model EBMG). The relative differences are with respect to the Polysun results. 

KPI Unit Model P 

Model EP Model EBMG 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

PV electricity 

generation  

kWh 1048 987 -5.8% 702 -33.0% 

PV self-consumption  kWh 963 938 -2.6% 702 -27.1% 

PV self-consumption 

fraction (SCF) 

% 91.9 95.1 +3.5% 100.0 +8.8% 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 8.1 8.6 +6.6% 6.9 -14.6% 

Electricity to grid  kWh 85.3 49 -43.1% 0 -100.0% 

Electricity from grid  kWh 10,216 9,927 -2.8% 9,452 -7.5% 

Thermal system 

electricity 

consumption  

kWh 7686 7,383 -3.9% 6,672 -13.2% 

Seasonal Performance 

Factor (SPF) 

- 3.22 3.22 +0.1% 3.53 +9.5% 
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Table 20: Energy results for July of the GS HP+PV for the Polysun model (model P), the BMG/Excel model with the input from Polysun (model 
EP) and the BMG/Excel model with the BMG input (model EBMG). The relative differences are with respect to the Polysun results. 

KPI Unit Model P 

Model EP Model EBMG 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

Absolute 

value 

Relative 

difference 

PV electricity 

generation  

kWh 2936 2,967 +1.0% 3,032 +3.3% 

PV self-consumption  kWh 1400 1,680 +20.0% 1,777 +26.9% 

PV self-consumption 

fraction (SCF) 

% 46.60 56.6 +21.6% 58.6 +25.8% 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 41.30 50.9 +23.2% 54.0 +30.6% 

Electricity to grid  kWh 1603 1,286 -19.8% 1,255 -21.7% 

Electricity from grid  kWh 1999 1,622 -18.9% 1,516 -24.1% 

Thermal system 

electricity 

consumption  

kWh 1017 926 -9.0% 917 -9.8% 

Seasonal Performance 

Factor (SPF) 

- 3.19 3.48 +9.0% 3.49 +9.5% 

 

Table 21 shows that the NPV in Model EP is higher than in model P, because of the smaller amount of 

electricity that is imported from the grid, just like for the AW HP+PV. This leads to a higher BCR and IRR 

as well. For model EBMG the NPV, BCR and IRR are even bigger than for model EP. This is caused by 

the big decrease in electricity consumption, which has a larger influence than the smaller amount of gas 

consumption of the conventional system because of the lower SH demand. The CO2 emissions show the 

same trends as the electricity that is taken from the grid for this heat pump type as well.  

Table 21: End results for the GS HP+PV for the Polysun model, the Excel model with the input from Polysun and the Excel model with the BMG 
input.  

KPI Model P Model EP Model EBMG 

NPV €29,190 €34,895  €36,530  

BCR 1.50 1.60 1.64 

IRR 7.91% 8.77% 9.12% 

CO2 emissions 20,178 kg 19,323 kg 17,423 kg 

 

O.3 AW HP+PV vs. GS HP+PV 

The results of the AW HP+PV have been compared to the GS HP+PV for the two Excel models. 

Therefore, the absolute values of the Excel models of both systems are once more presented in Table 22. 

Over a year, the GS HP+PV uses less electricity than the AW HP+PV for all models. Especially in winter 

when the SH demand is high, the electricity consumption is a lot smaller for the GS HP+PV, which can be 

concluded after comparing Table 15 with Table 19. This is due to the higher efficiency of the GS HP for 

lower outside temperatures, because of its dependency on the ground temperature. In summer, the thermal 

system electricity consumption is lower for the GS HP+PV than for the AW HP+PV for both models as 

well, but the differences are smaller which can be seen in Table 16 and Table 20. The yearly electricity that 
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is taken from the grid is therefore higher for the AW HP+PV. The decrease in annual electricity 

consumption of the thermal system from model EP to model EBMG is bigger for the GS HP+PV than for 

the AW HP+PV however. This is mainly because of the lower ambient temperatures, which came from the 

BMG, that are used in model EBMG. This leads to even lower COPs for model EBMG for the AW 

HP+PV. This also leads to a bigger difference between the NPVs for model EBMG, compared to model 

EP, which can be seen when comparing Table 17 and Table 21. 

Over a year the PV self-consumption and self-consumption fraction are higher for the AW HP+PV, simply 

because the electricity consumption is higher. The solar fraction is therefore lower for the AW HP+PV in 

both models. In winter the self-consumption fraction is even 100% for both systems in model EBMG, so 

all solar energy is being used, as can be seen in Table 15 and Table 19.  

The yearly SPF is higher for the GS HP+PV because of its lower electricity usage. Looking at the SPF in 

January it can be seen that the difference in winter is bigger than yearly, this is due to the higher efficiency 

of the GS HP in these months. This was concluded from comparing the data from Table 15 to Table 19. 

For both model EP and model EBMG the GS HP+PV still has a higher SPF in summer, but the difference 

is a lot smaller compared to winter, which can be concluded by comparing Table 16 to Table 20.  

Table 22: Annual energy results of the AW HP+PV and GS HP+PV for the Excel model with the input from Polysun and the Excel model with 
the BMG input.  

KPI Unit 

Model EP Model EBMG 

AW 

HP+PV 

GS 

HP+PV 

AW 

HP+PV 

GS 

HP+PV 

PV electricity generation kWh 24,624 24,624 22,837 22,837 

PV self-consumption kWh 17,064 17,052 16,087 15,871 

PV self-consumption fraction (SCF) % 69.3 69.2 70.4 69.5 

PV solar fraction (SF) % 21.2 23.2 20.8 23.6 

Electricity to grid kWh 7,560 7,572 6,750 6,965 

Electricity from grid kWh 63,516 56,476 61,328 51,388 

Thermal system electricity 

consumption 

kWh 46,580 39,528 43,415 33,259 

Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) - 2.85 3.33 2.77 3.61 

Thermal energy delivered to system kWh 132,830 131,457 120,222 120,222 

Specific SH demand kWh/m² 65.2 64.3 56.4 56.4 

 

Finally, it must be mentioned that the specific heat demand of the Polysun input lies around 65 kWh/m². 

From the BMG followed that the heat demand is about 56 kWh/m², which can be seen in Table 22. These 

values lay between the typical values for a renovated Austrian multifamily building built between 1961 and 

1980 (73 kWh/m²) and a non-renovated building built between 1981 and 1990 (49.4 kWh/m²) according 

to Tabula [29].  
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Appendix P Input parameter sensitivity analysis 

In this appendix the dependency of the BCR to some input parameters are shown. These input parameters 

are the PV efficiency and the maximum and minimum flow temperatures of the heat pump for SH.  

P.1 PV efficiency 

The BCR is not only dependent on the size of the PV field, but also on the efficiency of the panels. The 

total efficiency of the PV panels is dependent on the panel type that has been selected and on the 

performance ratio of the panel, which is the property that takes into account shadowing, dirt, inverter 

efficiency and cable losses. So, in case a different panel would be selected or when there would be more dirt 

or shadow covering the panels, this could lead to a different BCR. Therefore, the dependency of the BCR 

on the PV efficiency has been expressed as a total percentage increase with respect to the default values in 

Figure 51. This figure therefore depicts a dependency on differences of the performance ratio, the panel 

efficiency or a combination of both. It can be seen that an increase of 20% of the total efficiency leads to a 

BCR increase of approximately 0.15. This shows as well that if panels would become more efficient in the 

future, this would lead to higher chances of profitability.    

 
Figure 51: BCR for in- or decreasing PV efficiencies for both heat pump systems. The default efficiency of the selected PV panel is 16.90% and for the 

performance ratio the default value is 80%. 

P.2 Flow temperatures 

A second sensitivity analysis of the BCR concerning the technical input data has been performed on the 

flow temperatures leaving the heat pump. As mentioned in paragraph 3.2.2.2.4, the flow temperature on 

which the heat pump COP depends has been interpolated according to the minimum and maximum 

building heat demand, with a flow temperature of 40°C for the minimum heat demand and 55°C for the 

maximum heat demand. The dependency of the BCR on these temperatures is shown in Figure 52, Figure 

53 and Figure 54. The maximum flow temperature has been varied from 50°C to 65°C, so the default 

temperature minus 5°C and plus 10°C. The minimum flow temperature has been varied from 30°C to 45°C, 

so the default value minus 10°C to plus 5°C. It can be seen in Figure 52 that the dependency on both 

temperatures is approximately equal and when the maximum flow temperature increases, the BCR 

decreases. It can be seen in the heat map in Figure 53 for the AW HP+PV and Figure 54 for the GS HP+PV 

by the yellow diagonal from left bottom to left top that when the average temperature is kept constant, the 

BCR barely changes.  
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Figure 52: BCR for differences to maximal and minimum flow temperatures of both heat pump systems. The default minimum flow temperature is 

40°C and the default maximum flow temperature is 55°C.  

 
Figure 53: Heat map of the BCR for different maximal and minimum flow temperatures of the AW HP+PV. The BCR at the default minimum flow 

temperature of 40°C and the default maximum flow temperature of 55°C is highlighted with thick borders. 

 
Figure 54: Heat map of the BCR for different maximal and minimum flow temperatures of the GS HP+PV. The BCR at the default minimum flow 

temperature of 40°C and the default maximum flow temperature of 55°C is highlighted with thick borders. 
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30 35 40 45

50 1.67 1.61 1.55 1.48

55 1.60 1.54 1.48 1.41

60 1.53 1.47 1.40 1.33

65 1.46 1.39 1.31 1.24

Minimal flow temperature [°C]

Maximal flow

temperature 

[°C]

BCR AW HP+PV

30 35 40 45

50 1.76 1.73 1.69 1.65

55 1.72 1.68 1.64 1.60

60 1.68 1.64 1.59 1.55

65 1.63 1.58 1.54 1.49

Minimal flow temperature [°C]

Maximal flow

temperature 

[°C]

BCR GS HP+PV


